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Abstract 

The purpose of  this study was to examine how preadolcscent girls view themselves a d  

the Uifluence the media have in their lives. A series of individual and focus group 

interviews were held with five nine- and ten-year-old girls to hear their stories. EMng 

Gofban's interactionist perspective of the theatrical performance provided the 

fiamework fiom which to study the lives of these young girls. The dramaturgical 

concepts of performances, teams, regions, and impression management were central to 

the thesis, and outlined how the five girls interacted with, and made sense of, their world 

and the role of the media in it. In addition, the drarnaturgical metaphor was employed 

throughout the thesis itself. While there was very little literature which examines the 

ways in which preadolescent girls are influenced by the mass media, the girls offered 

testimonials which clearly indicate the power and influence wielded by media in 

manipulating young girls' perceptions of themselves. 
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Act 1 - Introduction 

We cm leam to work an J speak when we are afraid in the 
same wuy we have learned to work and speak when we are tired. 
For. .. whiie we wait in silence for that final lun«y of fearlessness. 

the weight of that silence will choke us 
(Lurde, CM in Albert, 1996, p.5) 

$ c e a s I - z r n p  tJ 
. . re Dramq 

Illdsw 

At what age does a girl child begin to review her assets and count her deficient 

parts? When does she close the bedroorn door and begin to gaze privately into the 

mirror at contortionkt angles to get a view from the rear, the left profile, the right, 

to check the cuve of her calf muscle, the shape of her thighs, to ponder her 

shoulder blades and wonder if she is going to have a waistline? And pull in her 

stomach, throw out her chest and pose again in a search for the most flattering 

angle, making a mental note of what needs to be worked on, what had better 

develop, stay contained, or else? At what age does the process begin, this 

obsessive concentration on the minutiae of her physical being that will occupy 

some portion of her waking hours quite possibly for the rest of her life? ... How cm 

she be immune to the national celebration of this season's movie star sporting this 

season's body, to the calendar art in the neighborhood gas station, to the 

glarnorous mode1 in the high-fashion photograph ... ? (Brownrniller, 1984, p.25) 

An announcement in class one momïng was al1 that it took to remind me that it 
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was time :a further explore and write about body image and the role the media plays in its 

development. A workshop was to be given again, one that I had attended a few months 

pnor and left feeling very fnistrated. The workshop about body image and self-esteem, 

led by a nutritionist and a psychologist, focussed on healthy food choices for young 

people. Many people in the group wanted to connect body image with food, suggesting 

that if children ate well they wouldn't have body image concems. "It's not about food 

choices," I tried to explain to the group of educators. They were concerned that their 

students were not eating nutritious snacks, and as a result were perhaps not as healthy as 

they could be. "It's much greater than that. It's about the power of  the messages we 

receive, and how we interpret them, believing that who we are is not good enough. We 

have to be tall, beautiful, thin, and perfect." I felt that I was not heard. This thesis is an 

opportunity to present a different perspective about body image. 

Purr>osc= 

The purpose of this study is to examine how five preadolescent girls view 

themselves and the influence the media have in their lives. The stories of these five 

young girls is one step in the process of examining the strength the media possess in 

shaping the self-esteem of  fernales. The importance, indeed the necessity, of confionting 

the role of the media in our lives has been articulated well by Amencan feminist Jean 

Kilbourne (1 989): 

If one accepts these mythical and degrading images, to some extent one actualizes 

them. By rernaining unaware of the profound seriousness of the ubiquitous 
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influence, the redundant message and the subliminal impact of advertisements, we 

ignore one of the most powerfiil "educational" forces in the culture-one that 

greatly affects our self-image, our ability to relate to one another, and effectively 

destroys any awareness and action that might help to change that climate (p. 10). 

My decision to hear the voices of nine and ten year old girls is in part a result of 

rny reading The Girl Within by Emily Hancock. Hancock (1989) argues that within every 

woman there is a sense o f  freedom of self, fint articulated between the ages of eight and 

ten, that gets severed in the process of growing up female. As 1 recall my own story, i 

think of a time of change when rny sense of fieedom was lost or put aside in order to 

begin wearing the masks which were rnirrored for me in the media. I was in grade 4. 1 

was nine years old, the age at which rnost girls experience a drop in confidence (Ayen, 

1994). Like the women in Hancock's research, 1 am now seeking to reclaim the £keedom 

that 1 felt as a young girl. Talking with nine and ten year old girls and hearing how they 

make sense of thcir world today is part of my joumey, a joumey to reclaim the girl within 

me, to return to a time where there was much less pressure to conform to a presentation of 

self so influenced by messages projected in the media. 

As Henry Groux (1997, p. 3) notes, 

... it is crucial to experience one's relationship to the present from the inside, as 

part of an ongoing dialogue between oneself, the past, and the emergence ofa  

present that dispenses with obligation to remernber. More specifically, it is 

crucial to remind oneself that any discoune about youth is simultaneously a 

narrative about the ideologies and social practices that structure adult society. 
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We cannot completely separate the experiences of young girls from the expenences of 

adult wornen, as the messages portrayed in the media are meant to influence al1 females 

in our choices and values. 

Although 1 reject the stereotyping and devaluing of females that begins with girls 

of a very young age, this rejection is the basis of an ongoing stmggle. The media are a 

strong and oppressive force which appear to have tremendous control over the lives of 

females. Many women and young girls participate in perpetuating the power of these 

messages by conforming to their dictates without even realizing they are doing so. Part 

of my intent in this thesis is to name this oppressive force as it has played itself out in my 

Me, and to compare this with the contemporary stones of five young girls. 

e Framework 

This work is an examination of how five preadolescent girls make sense of their 

roles in society and the influence the media have in determinhg how these d e s  arc 

played out. in presenting this perspective, it is important to outline the framework within 

which this thesis is housed, that of syrnbolic interactionism, and more specifically, Erving 

Gofban's (1 959) drarnaturgy metaphor. 

Symbolic interactionism is a microsociology which studies relationships between 

individuals and the social settings in which they interact. "As social participants, each 

individual establishes a framework in which interaction takes place" (MacKinnon, 1987, 

p. 10). Accordingly, truth and reality are not objective t e n s ,  imposed upon us kom an 

outside source. Rather, they are created by individuals, and adhered in accordance with 
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their usefulness to the individual, discarded or modified as perspective changes. Meaning 

is constnicted by individuals as they interpret situations; it is not static. Symbolic 

interactionism "pretends neither to absolute truth nor to an exhaustive interpretation of 

socie ty... symbolic interactionists portray knowledge as an active process rather than as a 

state" (Rock, 1979, p.2). 

Just as meaning is seen as a social construct in symbolic interactionism, so too is 

the self. The self is viewed as a process that changes with circurnstances. "The self is 

taken to be a social construct, ernerging kom language, which lends order to al1 

interactions. It is man made conscious of himself as a social process, and its basis is a 

reflexive tuming back of mind on itself' (Rock, 1979, p. 102). According to Goffman 

(t959), the self "is aproduct of a scene ... it is a dramatic effect arising diffisely from a 

scene that is presented" (p. 252-253, italics in original). Self arises in the process of 

expenence (Mead, 1977). 

The three tenets of symbolic interactionism, as outlined by Rirzer (1988) are 

central to this thesis: 

(1). A focus on the interaction between the actor and the world; (2) a view o f  both 

the actor and the world as dynarnic processes and not static structures; and (3) the 

great importance attributed to the actor's ability to interpret the social world 

(p. 172). 

1 have selected Gofhan's interactionist perspective of the theatrical performance 

as my fiamework fiom which to study the lives of five young girls. In The Presentatio~r 

of Self in Evetyda-y L i f ,  Gofhan utilizes the drarnaturgical metaphor to outline how 
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individuals become perfonners, engaging in certain behaviours that serve to guide and 

control the impression others have of them. He identifies six dramaturgical principles 

that guide the organization of social Iife. Four of these are centrai to this study; 

performances, teams, regions, and impression management. Each of these is explored in 

Act ITI - Pemsing the Stage. 

Gofhan believed that social pressures lead people to present certain images of 

self while concealing others, switching back and forth between different roles, depending 

on the audience (Ritzer, 1988). Douglas (199411995) concun and argues further that the 

mass media play a powerfid role in directing how people present themselves. 

Along with our parents. the mass media raised us, socialized us, entertained us, 

cornforted us, deceived us, disciplined us, told us what we could do and told us 

what we couldn't. And they played a key role in himing each of us into not one 

woman but many women-a pastiche of ail the good women and bad women that 

came to us through the printing press, projectors, and airwaves ... This has been one 

of the mass media's most important legacies for lemale consciousness: the erosion 

of anytIiing resembling a unified self. Presented with an array of media 

archetypes, and given morality tales in which we identiQ first with one type, then 

another, confionted by quizzes in women's magazines so we can gauge whether 

we're romantic, assertive, in need of changing our perfume, or ready to rnarry, 

women have grown accustomed to compartrnentalizing ourselves into a whole 

host of personas, which we occupy simultaneously (p. 13). 

in addition to utilizing the drarnatugical metaphor for this inquiry into the lives of 
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young girls, 1 have also chosen to employ the metaphor ihroughout my writing, giving the 

readcr glimpses into some of my performances in my roles as writer and as director, in 

this "drarna." 

Media 

The stories we tell, the interactions in which we take part are influenced by family 

and culture. We are unable to claim one true self, as the self is reinvented through our 

interactions with others and with ourselves (Lemer, 1993). The self is a social consmict, 

with a myriad of  ways to name or daim what is "true" or "real". Just as  the self is 

socially constnicted, so too is mass media: 

The mass media consûuct reality into their products in a similar way that, fiom 

the time we are bom, we construct o u  own vision of the world around us, and 

give the world rneaning based on our observations and expenences. When these 

same observations and experiences are prefabricated for us by the media, it is 

possible to see that they contribute to the construction of our reality (Martin, 

2997, p.5). 

We participate in the m a s  media and interpret their role in our lives through Our 

interactions. Our interpretations are based on our needs and desires, our concems, Our 

attitudes, beliefs, and our family, educational, and cultural environments. "Both 

consciously and unconsciously, at both the persona1 and societal levels, media makes an 

unparalleled cultural impact" (Bibby and Postenki, 1992, p.279). 

Engaging girls in dialogue about the messages they encounter in the mass media, 
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hnw they interpret them, and their impact on girls' lives is an importani step if we wish tu 

empower girls to critically review these images and develop a body image and senre of 

self worth that are much less self-condernning. Advertking through the mass media is 

one of the most powerful educational forces in society today. We receive on average 

more than 2000 messages every day through the media (Kilbourne, 1 989). These 

messages are not just selling products, they are selling values, beliefs and attitudes that 

have a strong influence in shaping our lives. "We have leamed to Wear a hundred masks, 

and to live with the fact that our imer selves are hgrnented, some of the pieces validated 

by the mass media, othen etemally ignored (Douglas, 199411995, p.270). It is important 

to provide girls with the opportunity to redefine their relationship wiîh media messages. 

Much has been written about adolescent girls and the impact of the media in their 

changing images of themselves (Ayers, 1994; Douglas, 199411 995; Friedman, 1997; 

Hesse-Biber, 1996), but the issue as it pertains to preadolescent girls has received much 

less attention. As 1 recall my nurnerous conversations with girls on the elernentary school 

playground, and rny observations of Mne and ten year old girls wonying obsessively 

about their clothes, eating diet food, and dyeing their hair, it appean that young girls, like 

adolescents and women, are influenced by the images of females presented in the media. 

Girls as young as five and six years old are expressing concems about being fat and not 

being pretty enough for boys. 

One day a couple of years ago, as 1 stood bundled in a long wami coat, hat, scarf, 

and mittens while on playground duty in the middle of winter, I had a conversation with 

two girls in grade 2 who were dressed inappropnately and complaining about the cold. I 
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asked hem why they had not corne to school dressed for the weather. They responded 

thât "boys don? like girls who dress weird." Where had these beliefs onginated from at 

such a young age? 1 believe one of the rnost powerful transrnitters o f  messages in society 

today is the mass media, and that, as Brownmiller (1984) stated, girls, like women, begin 

interpreting these messages very early on. 

In keeping with the symbolic interactionism concepts of meaning and perspective, 

I would urge you, as you read the remainder of this thesis, to keep in rnind that "We don? 

see ihings as they are, we see them as we are" (Anais Nin, cited in Albert, 1996, p.77). 

Everyone will bring his or her own interpretation to this text, depending on one's 

experiences and perspective. 

... che sharing of personal stories has fhe power to 
change actions and thinking through the linking of commonalities 

t h ~ r  we al2 shore in the proces of living our lives 
(Shieldr. 1997, p.168) 

0 0 .  $cette II - The us Performec Vtsinnpthe Buck- 

Recently a close &end gave me a bookmark that contained a detailed explanation 

of m y  name. She excitedly proclaimed that she simply had to buy it for me because the 

description was such an apt one for my character. It included statements like "extremely 

well-read and intelligent," "profound conversationalist." Throughout my life there have 
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been othen iike rny &end who have used sirnilar language to descnbe me, words such as 

competent, articulate, self-confident, al1 adjectives to describe my fiont stage 

performances before a variety of audiences. 

While the &ont stage performances have been played out over the years with 

apparent confidence and self-assuredness, the back stage has included some very different 

stories, often painful, lonely stories, and stories that have brought me to the writing of 

this work. 

I was the second of four children in a lower middle class home with traditional 

gender roles; the girls did the cleaning and kitchen work, the boys took out the garbage, 

mowed the lawn, and went on the hunting trips. Having a sister eleven months older than 

me proved to be significant in rnany ways, the least of those not being the development of 

my body image. Lisa was always considered petite and 1 was the one with the "big 

bones". 1 suspect that anyone who has been refened to as big-boned would cnnge along 

with me at the mention of these words. I believed Lisa always looked cute while 1 looked 

h m p y .  1 always admired her, because she was my older sister, but aIso because she was 

petite. 1'11 never forget how great I felt when 1 could finally Wear her clothes. I was 

twenty-one years old, just beginning a Master's degree in Deaf Education, 128 pounds, 

and surviving on a diet which included coffee, cigarettes and pineapple juice as staples. 

While 1 can name it now as one of the unhealthiest penods in my life (there were a few of 

those times), at the time I defined the situation quite differently. My reality was that 1 

could Wear Lisa's clothes, 1 had 'arrived'! 1 made it, finally, fitting the image of the slim 

woman! (The eating disorder at this point was based on long penods of denial of food, 



fûllowed by binges, but I managed to stay slim ail year, what a feat!) 

My self worth took a huge plunge over the next year. 1 moved to Cape Breton to 

begin my fint job as a teacher of the Deaf. It was near the end of the year, three months 

after getting married that I had a telephone conversation with the Director of the School 

for the Deaf. 

. . . . .  

Tlre letter arrived on a Monday afrernoon in May 198 7. It basically said thank- 

you for your services but the teacher you have been replacing will be returning in 

Seplember. I called Dr. 0. the n a t  morning, before my visit to a school in North 

Sydney. 1 was told that al that lime there were no avaiiable teaching positions for 

the fall. m i l e  disappointed with the news, I knew anyfhing could slill happen 

with jobs, so I wasn 't yet too concerned. But I could have been in no way 

prepared for what followed, " You 've sure packed on the weight since you got 

rnarried". The most hom-ble statement anyone had mer made to me up to that 

point. I was devastated! I had fallen, I was a [oser and was no longer worthy as 

a woman because I couldn 't control myself: I was fat. 

. . . . .  

My fint recollection of being unhappy with how 1 looked was about grade four. 1 

was the tallest in the class, and while 1 was not fat at that tirne I was still the biggest and 

believed that 1 weighed rnuch more than other girls, and girls were not supposed to be 

big, especially not bigger than boys. 1 remember clearly avoiding any conversations that 

required any disclosure of weight because 1 was too embmassed to be compared with 



Fnends and classrnates and have everyone find out 1 was heavier than everyone else in d ~ e  

ciass. 

I recall my grandmother taking Lisa and me on what I considered a big shopping 

spree just before school began in grade five. 1 was almost ten years old. 1 may have been 

the biggest kid in the class, but at least 1 had some of the best looking clothes. The plaid, 

wide-leg pants with the cuff were especiaily cool, everyone thought so. The message I 

believed was 'if you want to be somebody, if you want to be popular and have Gnends, 

you have to look the part'. So for many years after that 1 devoured catalogues and 

magazines, looking for the nght look, dreaming of looking like one of those models who 

were staring back at me ... the look that would enable me to carry out the performance and 

become somebody special. 

I got rny first job, delivenng newspapers, when I was eleven years old. From that 

first job 1 worked for many years so that I could buy clothes, a lot of clothes. 1 recall 

having Levi corduroy pants in every color that was made, and shirts to match. My £kiends 

reinforced this defining of self based on presentation of clothing, so I continued on an 

elusive quest to be 'somebody'. 

Of course that somebody had to have siiky straight hair, so 1 fought with the culs 

for many years. She had to be taIl (1 fit that bill OK while growing up), and she had to be 

skinny, which I never was. The struggle to conforrn to this image, one that the media 

were selling and 1 bought into, was one that I would be battling for many years to corne, a 

battle which took me through Weight Watchers, at home as a preadolesceni, and as a hl1 

member at fourteen, the Scandale diet, the tomato vegetable soup diet, and through a 
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long list of other diet programs until 1 arrived at the last one, the Diet Centre, at about the 

time that my eating disorder was totally out of control at twenty-three. As a newlywed I 

managed to hide both the laxatives and the cigarettes frorn my husband (the cigarettes 

would also help in the battle of the bulge, according to the advertisements). 

. . . . *  

The worst times began in 1987, around the tirne ~hat  Igot rnarried. The 

spring of that year was so awful!!! [My hurband] wus working in Hnlijikx, which 

meant we were only together on weekends. Through the week I was smoking, 

which I hnd stopped doing month before, and l was eating and obsessing over 

food constantly. Those trips fiom Cape Breton to Dartmouth were horrzjk. 1 

made so many stops along the way, beginning at McDonald S then on to Tim 

Horton S before men Zeaving Sydney. Then after crossing the causeway I 'd stop 

again to buy more junk food. Antigonish was the next stop. More junk food, more 

fast food. TNro providedyet another eating m a r k .  By rhe rime I arrived in 

Dartmouth I wns so sic4 so tired, und so filed with self-loathing. But I had to 

put on the "Happy New Bride" performance for both families, even though I felt 

like I was dying inside, feeling so gross and disgusting. The laxatives provided 

some 'relier when I was alone in my apartment, awayfiom the scnttiny of others. 

Those little pills. How deceptive they are. Looking at rlrem one ivorrld perhnps 

compare fhem to M & M's candies, a little smaller and ceriainly noi the brigltt 

coiors of candy. but Iswallowed them like candy. The dlference was that I was 

not eating a fau candies. I was sitting on d e  bathroom jloor. crying 
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uncontroZlably, praying that the hnna'fu l of lit t le pills would soon provide me with 

some relie? take away the nwful hatred I was feeling. AAfrr taking the pills I 'd sit 

on the couch, curled up in a bal1 hugging a pillow. try to sleep, and wait for the 

pills to start working. The cramps, the writhingpain that would corne within 

hours was terrible, but it could still never compare with the pain and loath ing I 

was feeling about myseif 

I wanted to stick my jingers down my throat, force ail the food thnt I had 

consumed back out of my body, but I couldn 't do it. On so many occasions. afler 

binges, I would kneel over the toilet wishing I could disappear in its depths. rving 

to convince rnyseyto just do it, but I could onlyfill the bowl with rny tears. As I 

crouched there I wouid berare rnyseljfor not even having the courage to make 

myse~throw up. 

. . . . -  

About a year later 1 began to address the eating disorder and my body image 

issues. While 1 managed to overcome the bulimia/compulsive eating issues, the notion 

of looking the part in order to be 'somebody' continued to play a prominent role in my 

thinking about my place in the world. The clothes had to be notable, the nail polish 

rneticulousIy applied, the image perfected, just as 1 had leamed to do for most ofmy Me. 

Pam Houston's story (cited in Albert, 1996, p.64) brings to light the pervasive 

nature of the drarna ofien played out by women: 

1 am walkuig d o m  the Street in Manhattan, F i f i  Avenue in the lower sixties, 
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women with shopping bags on al1 sides. 1 realize with some horror that for the 

last fifteen blocks 1 have been counting how many wornen have better and how 

many women have worse figures than 1 do. Did 1 Say fifteen blocks? I meant 

fifteen years. 

Deciding to no longer play out this drama has been a process, not an event, and 

while 1 have corne to a new place of rejection of the media myths, their influence is not 

outside of me. The messages have become a part of me and sometimes continue to yell 

loudly in my ears. I strongly believe that females of al1 ages need to dialogue about these 

issues. Together we can create new messages, redefine our perspectives to fight those 

that bombard our senses fiom the media. 

G o f h a n  explahed that "'the back region will be the place where the performer 

can reliably expect that no member of the audience will intrude ... the entire back region 

will be kept hidden fiom them." (Gofian,  1959, p.113). My life has been fiaught with 

contradictions between the fiont stage performance and the back stage. During the sarne 

tirne that 1 was privately bingeing and purging, living a life of desperation and self-hatred, 

in 'public' 1 presented as a successful young woman. 1 had just completed a Master's 

Degree in Education of the Deaf, and had been the only graduate hired that year to teach 

deaf children in Nova Scotia. Soon after 1 moved to begin my new career I was 

approached by the athletics coordinator at a local fimess facility to see if I would be 

interested in teaching aerobics because she was so impressed with my personality and 

how I presented rnyself. For a young woman who had grown up feeling fat and awkward, 

this invitation was quite an honor. During the same year 1 got m h e d  and, from the 
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While the fiont stage performances continued I was engaged in back stage 

rehearsals that continually contradicted these performances (Lauer and Handel, 1983). 

Away fiom the audience 1 felt fnghtened, confused, and alone. 

The process of examining how 1 make sense of the world and my place in it has 

been, and will continue to be, one of redefining, which arises out of rny interpretations of 

social interactions. 

Recently I was involved in a persona1 confiict which arose when another person's 

feelings were brought to my attention. At the time I was considered, by this person, to be 

contributing to his stniggle. 1 received the information with a myriad of emotions, a11 of 

which I struggled to contain while 1 worked to determine the source of my own feelings. 

In the course of my reflection, I engaged in an extensive dialogue with myself, 

consciously considering the possible ways 1 could interpret the situation. hitially I 

wanted to respond by selecting one of the masks I have been in possession of for many 

yean, and irnrnediately begin my performance. Instead, I spent time with each of these 

masks, exarnining the possible performances I could participate in and the implications of 

each role. 1 found that I had several characters to choose fiom, and a variety of scripts to 

accompany each performance. I could have selected 'the guilt-ridden persecutor', in 

which case 1 would have perhaps hoped for a degree of pity for acknowledging my 

apparently cold and heartless behaviour. 1 could have chosen the mask and engaged in 

the ensuing performance of 'the victim', having been misunderstood and judged harçhly. 

Yet another character could have been 'the deflector', the individual who deflects back to 
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others rather than accepting any responsibilitj for her role in a situation. The deflector, 

as 1 have corne to know her, is a character who blarnes othen and hopes to make them 

feel guilty. The final role that 1 have become familiar with is the perfomer who presents 

as "apathetic," the character who plays the role of one whose attitude is essentially "1 

don? give a damn." This individual feels the need to remove herself fkom the situation 

because it has become too complicated or too painful. She must protect henelf fiom her 

own feelings and those she perceives others are feeling toward her. This character has the 

well-developed capability to disassociate fiom the situation. 

Al1 of these possible performances were based on scripts that I had developed 

over the years, as a result of the ways in which 1 made sense of the world and my place in 

it; my perspective. In engaging in these performances I was, as Gofhan describes, the 

"sincere perfomer", believing my own performance. "The perfomer can be fully taken 

in by his own act; he can be sincerely convinced that the impression of reality which he 

stages is real reality" (Goman, 1959, p. L 7). I was convinced that my performance was 

the way to be, and it was based on the reality. 1 didn't reflect on my Niterpreration of 

events, or the subjective nature of rny "truth." 

Now, while 1 spend more time reflecting and questioning my perspective, 1 ofien 

still find myself entangled in intemal conflicts as 1 attempt to define rny life around 

principles of self-respect. Many forces outside of me continue to influence my 

perspective. The struggle to not accept media messages is ongoing. Susan Douglas 

(199411995) has captured the essence of my struggle in the following passages: 

Even when we are hlly able to deconstmct these pseudoscientific sales pitches, 
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which wouid make any self-respecting snake oil salesman blush, there we are, a 

part of us still wanting to believe that we can look younger and that it's desirable 

to do so (p.251). 

Although many of us have undergone this transformation in consciousness, we'd 

stili rather have a root canal than appear in public in a bathing suit. As we 

consider the metamorphosis that millions of  women, and men, for that matter, 

expenenced over the past three decades, we immediately confiont the well-known 

female yin and yang of solid confidence and abject insecurity (p.8). 

For me, confidence is one of the defining features of the front region performance, 

while insecurity is part of the back region. 1 believe the task is to acknowledge and honor 

al1 aspects of my personality, and at the sarne time continue to challenge the messages 1 

receive as a result of my interpretations of social interactions, with myself and others. 



Act II - Preparing the Audience 

Locating the barriers we need to speak beyond is the jirst 
step in dismantling them (Lewis, 1993, p.4) 

Scene I - Media and the Constrrrcîion ofself 

We live in a society that is powerfully influenced by the mass media. It is 

pervasive, living in every corner of our world, its potential influence surrounding us. One 

only has to look in bathrcom medicine cabinets for the toothpaste that guarantees a 

million dollar smile and a hot date with a gorgeous mate. Or the reEgerator, for the miik 

that promises so much more than just a moustache. Of course, one would be remiss not 

to mention the diet pop next to the low-fat yogurt, because we al1 need to lose those 

unsightly pounds that make us so unappealing to our mates and to society. 

Schaum and Flanagan (1 992), in their sumrnary of Erving G o b a n ' s  1976 book, 

Gender Advertising, explained that the role of advertising is about so much more than 

selling a product or service: 

... advertisements present more than just a static image or depiction of a product. 

Rather, they display an entire "scene" made up of the rnost minute elernents - 

gesture, expression, posture, mood, placement - constituting a vivid script of 

social arrangements and behaviors. The reason advertising is so magnetic to 

viewen is that as social beings we are constanrly engaged in the projeci of 

defining ourselves and our relation to others - a lifelong process of leaniing, so to 
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speak, who we are. Advertising attracts us, not because we have aG intense 

fascination for toothpaste or floor wax, but because it sends out ciear and vivid 

messages about how to act, feel, and be in any situation (p. 383). 

About two yean ago 1 was out walking in my neighborhood when a white car 

pulled up beside me. A man, probably in his mid-thirties and dressed in a white shirt and 

tie, was the only penon in the car. My immediate guess was that he was a business 

person looking for a particular location. He reached over to get what 1 anticipated would 

be a piece of paper containing a map or a street name. hstead he presented me with a 

beautifid bouquet of cut flowers. As I stood on the side of the road with my mouth 

hanging open, this man proceeded to explain to me that he had seen me one day walking 

in town (he even described the clothing 1 was wearing) and decided that the next time he 

saw me h e  would have to give me flowers. I had never seen this man before! 

Everyone who heard my story after that responded the same way. He must have watched 

that commercial on television too many tirnes, the one where the man rushes up to a 

strange woman on the street to give her flowers because her perfume made her so 

irresistible to him. It struck me at the time how influential the fantasies presented in 

cornmercials can be in people's lives. Had advertising infiuenced this man's definition of 

hirnself and his actions? Had he learned kom television cornmercials how to meet 

women? 

The television we watch, the newspapers we read, the movies we see, the 

magazines we peruse, rnay al1 have a profound impact on o u  lives, even when we are 

conscious of the corporate manipulation and work diligently to change its impact on us. 
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We are continuously engaged in interpretations of situations, making judgements and 

forming opinions about our own identities, values, and social roles. Many of these 

interpretations are based on images and role models we see in our lives, "and today much 

of that data is conveyed through the media" (Schaum and Flanagari, 1992, p.334). 

If the media were not having an impact on how we live our [ives, the attitudes we hold, 

and the decisions we make, corporations would not be spending billions of dollars every 

month for advertising (Lee and Solomon, 1992). 

The messages we receive through the mass media are socially constmcted, we 

interpret hem according to their meanhg in our lives. According to Blurner (1969), this 

interpretation of media messages is an ongoing process: 

... whatever influence is exerted by the presentations of mass media depends on the 

way in which people meet and handle such presentations. Their interests, their 

forms of receptiveness, indifference, or opposition, their sophistication or naivete, 

and their established schemes of dzfdtion set the way in which they initially 

receive the presentations. Usually there is a further intervening stage before the 

residual effects of the presentations are set in experience and behaviour. This 

additional stage is an interpretative process which, through analysis and critical 

judgement, reworks the presentation into different forrns before assimilation into 

expenence. This process of interpretation in the individual is markedly guided by 

the stimulations, cues, suggestions, and definitions he secures from other people, 

particularly those constituting his so-called "reference groups" @p. 187-188). 

The interaction between the performers in the mass media and the audience 
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reflects some characieristics which are similar to interactions that we have with others 

and ounelves in everyday life Gauer and Handel, 1983:. Our sense of self is defined 

through al1 of our interactions. 

All of us, acton and spectators alike, live surrounded by mirrors. In them, we 

seek reassurance of our capacity to captivate or impress others, anxiously 

searching out blemishes that might detract fkom the appearance we intend to 

project. The advertising industry deliberately encourages this preoccupation with 

appearances (Lasch, 1979, p.92). 

One of the consequences of our interactions with the media is an increased level 

of self-consciousness as we measure ounelves against the ideals presented to us. We 

scrutinize our performances in &ont of fiiends and strangers. Mass media and popular 

culture provide the performer with materials with which to construct her identity, while at 

the sarne time encouraging her preoccupation with the appearance she projects. Carpenter 

(1996) refers to this as corporate manipulation, whereby corporations work to create 

needs within consumers. The 1970s invention of bbcellulite" is an example of such 

manipulation. Through the media, women were presented with creams and lotions to i d  

them of unsightly cellulite. Yet it was these sarne corporations that created and gave 

definition to the term cellulite in the first place. They created a market which was based 

on encouraging women to be preoccupied and dissatisfied with how they look, then they 

provided them with the tools to "fix the problem." 

The notion of woman as body has been traced back to the fourth century B.C. 

when Aristotle espoused the idea that the role of men was to govern and the role of 



women was to bear children (Currie and Raoul, 1992). This belief has been carried 

forward to today's society, which continues to associate men with mind and women with 

body. According to Greenspan (1 993, p. 164) "woman in contemporary patriarchal 

society is fundamentally identified with her body." Many feminist theonsts assent to this 

belief, that women's identity is seen originating fiom the physical body, an object to be 

presented for viewing (Currie and Raoul, 1992; Spitzack, cited in McKinley and Hyde, 

1996; Wiseman, Gray, Mosimann and Ahrens, 1992; Wolf, 199 1). 

From the day we are bom, females are socialized to be concerned with Our 

physical appearance, "brought up to conform to an image of womanhood that places 

importance on body size and shape" (ûrbach, 1978/1988, p.xviii). This inordinate 

attention to appearance O ften replaces emphasis on development of intellectuai 

cornpetencies which would contribute more favorably to self-esteem (Laidlaw, Malmo et. 

al., 1990; Pipher, 1994). Society places so much emphasis on beauty in women's lives 

that it becomes a commodity that women believe is needed in order to survive (Irving, 

1990; Pipher, 1995), "a psychic necessity for a woman's sense of self' (Greenspan, 1993, 

p. 169). 

Cultural representations of beauty work to create a socially prescribed ideal body. 

In Western culture the mass media have become one of the most powerhil transmitters 

and perpetuators of this ideal (Myers and Biocca, 1992; Pipher, 1995). The far reaching 

peer pressure facilitated by the media diminishes the influence of individual standards 

and values (Kilboume, 1989). Women feel compelled to follow their peers, as they 

witness other wornen striving for the ideal. As our culture increasingly demands 
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perfection - the perfect figure, the perfect weight, the perfect clothes, the pcrfect mate - 

worneri are judging themselves, hying to measure up to the perfect images they encowter 

in advertising and other media sources (Hesse-Biber, 1996). This narrow definition of 

beauty and desirability, created and encouraged by the mass media, has had a profound 

effect in the lives of women and girls. The result is a nation of females who are 

preoccupied with, and embarrassed or tortured by, their flesh (Pinkola Estes, 1995; 

Bordo, 1993). 

Fashion is another source of preoccupation for women and girls. Clothing has 

becorne a mechanism for identifying status in North Arnerica. Decisions about punuing 

relationships with othea are kequently made on the basis of how one presents herself. 

Browmiller (1984) descnbes the pressures women feel to conform to the world of 

fashion, 

To care about ferninine fashion, and to do it well, is to be obsessively involved in 

inconsequential details on a serious basis. There is no relief. To not be involved is 

to nsk looking eccentric and peculiar, or sloppy and uncared for, or mannish and 

manhating, or al1 of the above (p. 8 1). 

Advertking, television programs, movies, music videos, and women's magazines 

have been very effective in creating dissonance within females. While we are able to 

denounce sexism in the media on the one hand, on the other hand we continue to stniggle 

against the notion that women have to be Young, thin, and physically beautifid to be 

valued. The media is relentless in its quest to alienate women from their faces and 

bodies, and to equate ideal beauty with rewards, happiness, and success. Women 
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continue to "find it atremely difficult to resis! the basic tenet that a face with lines or a 

thigh with dimples means you are worthless" (Douglas, l994Il995, p.268). 

According to Collins and Skover (1996, p.8), "each day of our lives, 12 billion 

display ads, 2.5 million radio cornmercials, and over 300,000 television commercials are 

durnped into our collective consciousness.~' We can no longer ignore the impact of the 

m a s  media on our lives when we are being bombarded wiih so many messages every 

day. The media are a force at work constmcting reality, a reality that wants to tell us who 

we are as well as who we should be (Kilboume, 1989). 

Alison Carpenter (t996), a critical feminist, docurnented some o l  her own 

stniggles which have been cultivated by the kinds of messages found in "women's 

magazines'' 

As I look through  madem mois elle'^, al1 in the sarne moment, 1 am thinking: 's6e7s 

so hot, she's so thin, I'm going to start working out, 17rn going to cut out fatty 

loods, I hate this magazine, it makes me feel bad about rnyself, she actually 

looks terrible, emaciated, these cosmetic companies are evil, if only 1 could 

take off ten pouads, wbat am I doing reading the enerny's propagaoda?!!! ...' 
This quote dramatizes the kind of sûuggle with which 1, and many other critical 

feminists live. Reducing the power of these messages in my life would be simple 

if they were simply 'out there'. But they're not. They have taken a firm hold of 

me that is very difficult to shake. So dimcult in fact, that I need to continually 

work at eroticizing rny own body, and other bodies that aren't 'magazine' 

beautiful.@.72) (emphasis in original) 
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Advertising explicitly targets the body image of women in their marketing of 

prociucts and services, particularly for food and exercise. Their strategic use of well 

known celebrities such as Sarah Ferguson to promote Weight Watchers is a marketing 

tool that produces results. Advertisers present the ideal as being "out there," attainable by 

purchasing products and services that will improve a woman's body either through 

dieting, exercise, cosmetics, or, as is becoming increasingly popular, cosmetic surgery. 

Women strive to conform to this specific body type, an unattainable ideal (Orbach, 

197811988). The job of advertisee is to continue to foster new needs and worries that 

can only be alleviated with the purchase of paaicular products. Advertising has become a 

multi-billion dollar industry in which consumers corne to believe that they need to buy 

what is being sold to them @avies, Davison, and Safer, 1994; Hesse-Biber, 1996). 

The Gillette razor Company is a prime example of strategic marketing. In the 

early 1900's Gillette decided that if they could influence the meaning that wornen give to 

hair on their bodies, they could ihen convince women to shave their body hair, and they 

could double razor sales, and messages were presented that female body hair was 

unattractive and non-hygienic. The sales pitch was bought by women, a new perspective 

regarding the meaning of body hair on women emerged, and now the notion of shaving 

has become one of the female rites of passage, an initiation into womanhood in North 

American society. 

The ideal body that the media present is not a static one. In fact, the ideal has 

changed significantly dunng the past forty years. In the 1950s the sex symbols were 

women like Marilyn Monroe and Jane Russell. Their voluptuous bodies were considered 
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the ideal that women aspired to attain. That image of ideal began to change with the 

introduction oCTwiggy in 1967. Her stick-thin body, whicti resembled that of a twelve 

year old boy, becarne and continues to be the ideal for many women and young girls. 

The voluptuous Marilyn Monroe size twelve of the 1950s has become the petite size six, 

1 10 pound ideal of today (Poulton, 1996; Meadow and Weiss, 1992). As real women 

become larger the ideal body size becomes thinner and thinner. Mary Pipher (1 994) cited 

an example of how advertisen have changed their presentation of this ideal: in 1950 the 

White Rock Mineral Water girl was 5'4" and weighed 140 pounds, today she is 5'10" and 

weighs 1 10 pounds. 

The media are deliberately distorting that which is being presented to us, trying to 

influence our perception of the ideal body, making it increasingly more inaccessible to 

women. Yet they are becoming more and more convincing. A 1995 issue of Adbusters, 

a magazine dedicated to bnnging a cntical view of media advertising to the consumer, 

reponed an example of what they labelled "cosmetic pe jury." Michelle Pfeiffer, an 

actor, was featured on the front cover of a 1990 Esquire magazine. The cover, a two-page 

spread, read, "What Michelle Pfeiffer Needs ... 1s Absolutely Nothing." A Media Watch 

organization obtained a memo which listed the touch-ups that were done to the front 

cover. The following lists some of the touch-ups required before the magazine would 

present Michelle to the public: 

Clean up complexion, soften eye lines, soften smile line, add color to lips, tnm 

chin, remove neck lines, sofien line under ear lobe, add highlights to earrings. add 

blush to cheek, clean up neck line, remove stray hair, rernove hair strands on 
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dress, adjust color and add hair on top of head, add dresr en side to create better 

line, add dress on shoulder, clean up and smooth dress folds under arrn and create 

one seam on image on right side ... (Adbusters, 1995). 

Through a variety of communication techniques, such as "innuendo, strategic 

ambiguity, and crucial omissions" (Gofian,  1959, p.62), the mass media are skilled at 

rnisrepresenting information to the audience. "By judicious camera angles and editing, a 

trickle of response to a celebrity c m  be transfomed into a wild strearn" ( p.62). Females 

attempt to compare themselves to these celebnties and they are unable to compete 

without tremendous effort, dieting, and deprivation. The resuit is increasing nurnbers of 

women who are dissatisfied with their bodies. As media images becomes more computer 

generated, we may soon see women who are entirely fabricated by cornputers, and the 

elusive and often painful quest will be hitless. 

A number of researchers have examined the impact of media on women's 

perceptions and feelings about their bodies. Downs and Harrison (cited in Myers and 

Biocca, 1992) examined 4294 television commercials to determine the conveyance of 

attractiveness-based messages. They found that 1 of every 3.8 messages was related to 

atîractiveness, and adults and children are exposed to approximately 5260 attractiveness 

messages each year, 1850 of these directly dealing with beauty. Myers and Biocca 

(1992) found that watching even 30 minutes of television p r o g r m i n g  and advertising a 

day cm effect a woman's perceptions about her own body. 

Irving (1990) completed a study in which she showed women slides of thin, 

average, and heavy models. She found that exposure to the thin models resulted in lower 
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self-esteem and decreased weig5t satisfaction. Al1 16 1 subjects expenenced the greatest 

amount of pressure to be thin fkom the media, more than either peer or family influences. 

Stice, Schupak-Neuberg, Shaw and Stein (1994) performed a study with 238 

female college sadents. They found a direct relationship to media exposure and 

increased gender-role endorsement, which in tum led to greater ideal-body stereotype 

intemalization and increased body dissatisfaction. 

in a 1994 study by Stice and Shaw, 157 undergraduates were randomly exposed to 

pictures from magazines containing either thin models, average-sized models, or no 

models. They found that exposure to the thin models created feelings of stress, 

unhappiness, guilt, shame, depression, and decreased levels of confidence in the women 

in the study. They reported the viewing of ultra-thin models had "deleterious effects on 

the affective state and body satisfaction of female readers" (p.302). Klein (1996) reported 

research findings which indicated that it takes just three minutes for women to be 

traumatized by pictures of supermodels. 

The findings of these researchers can be sumrned up in the words of Laidlaw et al. 

(1 990): 

Because so much of what is defined as successful for women depends on our 

physical appearance, we judge our worth largely on that basis. And because we 

can never achieve the ever-changing ideal, our appearance, and most particularly 

our body, is never acceptable as it is (p.22). 

This emphasis on appearance as a central component of a woman's existence 

serves to increase self-consciousness. She must consider, in her presentation of herseif, 
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what will be attractive and pleasing to othen. "She must observe and evaluate herself, 

scrutinizing every detail of  heaelf as though she were an outside judge. She attempts to 

make herself in the image of womanhood presented by billboards, newspapers, 

magazines and television" (Orbach, l978A988, p.7). The result of this pressure to mimr 

images fiom the mass media is a cultural identity crisis, complete with contradictions and 

colifiision. 

According to Susan Douglas (1 994/1995), as a result of interacting with, and 

being shaped by, the mass media, women are experiencing an erosion of a unified self as 

we are pulled in different directions by the mixed messages we receive. We are being 

forced to present certain images of owselves while deliberately concealing others: 

Presented with an array of media archetypes, and given morality taies in which we 

identify first Mth one type, then another, confionted by quines in women's 

magazines so we can gauge whether we're romantic, assertive, in need of 

changing our p e r b e ,  or ready to marry, women have grown accusiomed to 

compartmentalizing ourselves into a whole host of personas, which we occupy 

simultaneously (Douglas, WWl995, p. 13) ... We have learned to Wear a hundred 

masks, and to live with the fact that our inner selves are kagmented, some of the 

pieces vdidated by the mass media, others etemally ignored (p.270). 

Because appearance, unlike personality, is immediately evident to others, it has 

becorne a critical aspect o f  women's sense of self. Our culture's monolithic ideal of 

beauty has created a society in which women's bodies are seen as fragmented, sornething 

that they must ca ry  around outside of themselves, each part in need of improvernents or 
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repairs. Women have learned û4at who we are is never quite enough, and thc result can 

be a punishing relationship with our bodies (Coward, 1992). 

Scene 11 - Media and Youth 

When we consider the stmggles of women everywhere, it cornes as no surprise the 

influence media messages have in the lives of young and impressionable children. The 

messages they sel1 can have far-reaching and severe consequences in the lives of young 

girls. To m e r  complicate matters, young people deny or are often unable to 

acknowledge the ways in which they are influenced by the media, even though the media 

are influencing each of us, young and old. (Bibby and Posterski, 1992). 

As Gilbert (1998) has pointed out, the literahue pertaining to young children and 

how they conceptualize their bodies is limited, even though the child's world is imbued 

with dominant images of the body viewed through the media. In lus research with five- 

and six-year-old children, they indicated that they had aiready been reading fashion 

magazines. "This meant that they were exposed to the cultural noms of western society 

and greatly influenced by the fashion industry in which the notion of being slim is 

hdamental" (p.66). The children tended to identify themselves with well-known 

models and celebnties who were popular in magazines, posters and television advertising. 

Gilbert conchded that 

... the media, fashion and sports industries have influenced the ways in which 

children perceive themselves and how they want to be regarded in the world. It is 
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clear that children are constantly concexed about how they look, what they Wear, 

and what others think of them. In short, children as young as 6 and 7 are already 

concemed with the image that they portray to others in everyday 

interactions1'@.69). 

Young girls often have difficulty separating the public performance and their 

imer personality. They are, a s  G o h a n  would term hem, "sincere performers," 

believing their own performances. Part of this performance, according to Friedman 

(1997), involves dissociation corn the self, whereby they "become hostage to opinions of 

others" (p.33). She aiso found that girls have a one-dimensional mode1 of perfection, 

based on physical appearance. 

Young girls are bombarded with media messages about definitions of Fernininit. 

and beauty. Weight loss is an issue for increasing numben of elementary school children 

(Chemin, 1981 ; Davies, Davison & Safer, 1994; Doyal, 1995; Garner & Keamey-Cooke, 

1996; Hesse-Biber, 1996; ffilboume, 1989; Myen-Wall, 1989). Issues about body size 

are becoming more prominent in the lives of preadolescent girls: 

Today, 6- and 7-year-old girls are concemed about their weight. Standing at the 

cusp of puberty, 9-year-old girls talk about feeling fat before their bodies have 

even begun to change. At 10 and I 1, feeling fat has been incorporated into their 

everyday language. It influences how they see themselves and the way they 

interact with the world (Friedman, 1997,41). 

Terry Poulton (L996) reported on a television commercial advertising a weight 

loss product in which two girls about seven or eight years old were comenting on how 
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slirn one of their motkm was. One girl asked the other if she was jealous of her rnother. 

The responses was 'hot as long as she tells me her secrets." Frorn Playskool to Barbie 

young girls are taught to view themselves in very narrow, unrealistic, and potentially 

dangerous terms. They are sold the message that their body is their power (Greenspan, 

1993). Friedman (1997) says that whenever she asks what they liked about each other, 

young girls struggle to get beyond "pretty" and "nice." The girls she has spoken to al1 

want to have a body like Barbie, the perfect girl. 

A University of California study showed that nearly 80% of fourth grade girls in 

the San Francisco Bay area were watching their weight (Kilbourne, 1989). Other studies 

report that dissatisfaction with body size and the belief that dieting is necessary can begin 

in girls as young as seven years of age (Doyal, 1995; Laidlaw, Malmo et. al., 1990; 

Myers-Wall, 1989). Kilboume (1989) discussed a Wall Street Journal survey of 

elementary students at four Chicago area schools. More than % of the fourth grade girls 

were diering, and 75% felt they were overweight. 

Pipher (1995) cited a report fkom the March 1990 issue of Teaching and 

Learning, which included the following: 

...p reteens as young as 5 are preoccupied with dieting. The major worry of 8- to 

13-year-old girls is their weight. By sixth grade, 79 percent of al1 girls want to be 

thimer than they are, and 59 percent have dieted. B y age 1 3, 80 percent of al1 

girls have dieted. On any given day in Amenca, 56 percent of our women are on 

adiet @.ll6). 

Children, like adult women, measure their appearance against media images. A 
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complicating factor is their inability to critically examine and deconstruct the messages 

they receive. They put their trust in the media, because they çee them as "the experts." If 

it is in a book or on television, it must be true! 

There is in our culture an enormous emphasis placed on appearances at a very 

young age (Ayers, 1994). It bas been shown that by age five children will select pictures 

of thin, good-iooking people when asked to identim with particular images. Pichires of 

overweight or unattractive individuals are responded to negatively (Gilbert, 1998; Pipher, 

1994). 

A newly released publication entitled Kids is a fashion magazine designed 

especially for the seven to fourteen year old market. Children younger and younger are 

feeling pressure to measure up to the fantasy portrayed in the media. When they are 

unable to meet this standard for appearance they can be lefi "feeling profoundly imperfect 

and hopeless as well" (Ayers, 1994, p.8 1). Dieting and dissatisfaction with their bodies 

become nomaiized reacrions. 

Preadolescent girls are measuring themselves against the images they see in teen 

magazines, where they are told how to get and keep a boyfiiend, and how to look great 

doing it. These magazines offer another arena for young girls to take up their obsession 

with their bodies (Hesse-Biber, 1996). The messages are that appearance is important for 

success and determines relationships with others. 

Myers-Wall (1989) believes that the impact of television has profound effects on 

young girls at the grade three/four level. At this time they begin io have more fieedorn in 

selecting program choices. They move from a world of children's programming of 
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Sesame and Mr. Roger's Neighborhoiid to the prime-tirne milieu where the messages are 

clear and abundant: to be admired, women must be beautifid, thin, well-dressed, and 

sexy. By watching television, girls leam that being attractive is often the primary 

requirement to be considered successfûl. The fantasy portrayed is that "slim women date 

movie stars and marry millionaires" (Pipher, 1995, p.19). It is at this point that the self- 

esteem of young girls begins to take a plunge in their often ill-fated attempts to conform 

to the superficial albeit powerfil standards of beauty that have been set for them. 

Girls are socialized fiom a young age to be concemed with their appearance, and 

to Fînd their bodies unacceptable. As girls heed the messages that infonn them that 

feeling good about oneself is dependent on physical appearance, that elusive quest for 

perfection begins. "They are taught that there is something wrong with them if they are 

not constantly trying to improve their looks (Friedman, 1997, p. 159). The media play a 

key role in making it progressively more unredistic to attain the perfection that girls 

begin to seek because of the changing, ever-decreasing, ideal size for fernales. As they 

see young women in the media wiîh protmding hip bones and nbs that c m  easily be 

counted, preadolescent girls in varying shapes and sizes corne to believe they are 

ovenveight and need to change their appearance. 

Kim Chemin, in her 1981 book, The Obsession, shared an experience she had at a 

health club locker room, in which she observed the behaviour of two girls who were 

about ten and eleven years old: 

The taller one steps up, glances at herself in the mirror, looks down at the scale. 

She sighs, shaking her head. 1 see at once that this girl is imitating someone. The 
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si&, the headshake are theatrical, beyond her years. And so, too, is the Iittle 

drama enacting itself in front of me. The other girl leans forward, eager to see for 

henelf the troubling message impnnted upon the scale. But the older girl throws 

her hand over the secret. It is not to be revealed. And now the younger one, 

accepting this, steps up to confiont the ultimate judgement. "Oh God," she says, 

this growing girl. "Oh God," with only a shade of imitation in her voice: "Would 

you believe it? I've gained five pounds" (p. 21). 

In a study of 494 elementary aged girls in San Francisco 3 1 percent of nine-year- 

olds ihought they were too fat and 81 percent of ten-year-olds believed they should be 

dieting (Seligman, cited in Wolf, 199 1). Jean Kilbourne (1989) reported on a study of 

grade four girls in Chicago where one girl said, "But the boys expect girls to be perfect 

and beautiful. And skinny" b.8). 

Giroux (1997) states that children are objectified and comrnodified in the media as 

they defme and m a t e  themselves in the same way that they are being presented, "their 

bodies as spectacle" (p. 2). The fashion industry is the source of much of this 

objectification. Girls as young as eight and nine become aware of the importance of 

fashion in distinguishing themselves fkom younger girls. As Ayer (1994) has pointed out, 

in each grade in school there are fashion choices that determine relationships with others. 

Clothing can symbolize belonging, or be the source of rejection with peers. 

Gilbert (1998) found that girls as young as five are influenced by the fashion 

industry. It is indeed a powemil change agent that c m  shape young girls' perceptions of 

thernselves: 
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The images portrayeci in the fashion industry undoubtedly influence the very basis 

of our society, as young girls, in particular, follow the fashion industry and the 

powerfbl statements that it makes through the medium of magazines and 

television programmes that viliQ the young, slim, and athletic bodies (pp.65-66). 

As Giroux (1997) has stated, any commentary about youth also requires an 

exarnination of the beliefs and practices that fiame adult society. While there is not 

extensive research on the Muence of the media in the lives of young girls, there has been 

a considerabie amount of research which has indicated that adolescents and women, in 

their presentation of themselves, are profoundly hfiuenced by the media. With more 

money and energy being directed to capturing younger markets one could expect to see 

greater numben of preadolescent girls being infiuenced by the same m a s  media industry 

that has older girls and women engaged in a cycle of self-condemation. 



Act ï I I  - Perusing the Stage 

A selfis not possessed as a matter of inheritance or Siology. 
Rather, selfarises in the conteit of symbolic associations 

with other people (Skidmore. 19 79, p. 196) 

In the writing of this work 1, as writer, i 2n  in no way be sure how you, the reader, 

will receive my work. How will you make sense of the words on these pages? When 

you picked up this thesis and read the title, what thoughts came to your mind, and what 

was their ongin? 1s there any way 1 cm brhg you to the place of experiencing and 

understanding my work as 1 hoped you would? In this moment in time you are reading 

the same words that 1 am writing as 1 sit here at my kitchen table with the spring sun 

streaming in my window. 1s it the time, where you are sitting, who you are, or why you 

arc rcading this now as opposed to last winter, that may make the experience different for 

you than for another? in introducing to you some of the tenets of symbolic interactionisrn 

1 oEer you a 'programme" to guide you in the forthcoming performance. It is my belief 

that the information contained herein will assist you in developing a clearer image of the 

metaphoncal stage fiom which this performance emanates. 

The ongins of symbolic interactionism can be traced to George Herbert Mead, a 

professor at the University of Chicago fkom 1894 to 193 1. While Mead taught 

philosophy, many graduate students in sociology took his courses. It was some of those 

shidents who are responsible for spreading the tenets of symbolic interactionism through 



their writings (Ritzer, 1988). The most prominent of these was Herbert Blurner. 

Blumer (1 969) coined the term symbolic interactionism and outlined its three basic 

premises: 

The first premise is that human beings act toward things on the basis of the 

meanings that the things have for them ... The second premise is that the meaning 

of such things is denved from, or arises out of, the social interaction that one has 

with one's fellows. The third premise is that these meanings are handled in, and 

modified through, an interpretative process used by the person in dealing with the 

things he encounters. (p.2) 

My expenence in coming to this thesis demonstrates these premises. About a year 

ago 1 attended two thesis orals within a week. At that time I was overwhelrned and 

intimidated by both the defendants and the process. When 1 began reading the written 

document of one of the two defendants 1 felt quite certain that 1 would never be able to 

produce a thesis of similar calibre, particularly because I had difficulty understanding the 

hnework  and methodology, of which symbolic interactionism was a part. At the time 1 

had not yet begun reading in the field of symbolic interactionism, so the meaning 1 

assigned to my interaction with the thesis and the author was based on my experience at 

the oral. My interpretation of the situation lefl me feeling insecure and afkaid - that 1 was 

too stupid to understand, let alone ever try to write, a comparable piece of work. My 

response was not about the thesis itself, but about my interpretation of the situation. As I 

read the same thesis now, I have a very different feeling, a different understanding that 

therefore bnngs a different interpretation to the situation. Al1 of rny life expenences 
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between the time 1 first read that thesis and now have led me to a new interpretation. 

Meaning is not static, it is "a formative process" (Blumer, 1969, p.5). Although the thesis 

is the sarne document 1 first looked at last year, 1 am now a different peson because 1 have 

had new experiences, and therefore I bring a new interpretation to the work. 

Symbolic interaction contends that individuals are constantly in a state of 

becoming, and, in the process of interaction, are always undergoing change. 

Each tirne we interact with others we corne to share a somewhat different view of 

what we are seeing. We see what is out there in a new light. As we interact we 

develop a perspective as to what is real and how we are to act toward that reality. 

This interaction that gives rise to our reality is symbolic - it is through syrnbolic 

interaction with each other that we give the world meaning and develop the reality 

toward which we act (Charon, 1979, p.54). 

Just as my expenence of reading the thesis to which I have referred was quite 

difierent each time I read it, so too will your interpretation of rny work be dependent upon 

al1 that you bring to the experience of reading this now, or your perspective. Perspective 

is one of the central concepts of syrnbolic interactionism. It refers to the ways we define 

ourselves and our world, and is constantly in a state of change. Perspectives are our guide 

to what we attend to, what we ignore, what we like, and what we dislike. They are applied 

to, and influence, our actions in that they are our fiamework for making sense of 

situations, and each of us has a multitude of perspectives, depending on the situation. 

When 1 am giving an inservice for teachers about deaf children my definition of  self is 

different lrom when 1 am teaching children or when 1 am engaged in counselling with 
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ahildren and families, and differs yet again fiom when 1 am sitting and having a glass of 

wine with my partner on a Friday ovening. Perspectives are role-related and are 

continually being modified, replaced, or rejected (Charon, 1 979). 

Related to perspective are the concepts of reality and truth. Each of us views the 

world Grom our own unique position. The glasses I Wear to view the world are tinted by 

my interactions, just a s  yours are for you. Each of has a distinctive prescription, and those 

tints will change as we interact with othen. With each new penpective cornes a new 

reality. "A penpective, then by its very nature, is a bias, contains assumptions, value 

judgements, and ideas, orders the world, divides it up in a certain way, and as a result 

influences our actions in the world" (Charon, 1979, p.7). 

It follows then, that truth is relative to perspective. in symbolic interactionist 

research, inith is unique to each individual, and does not exist without the individual's 

interpretation. In the words of Thomas and Thomas (1928), "If men define situations as 

real, they are real in their consequences" (p.577). Growing up 1 felt bombarded with 

messages about the importance of presenting rnyself in such a way as to be appealing to 

others. My mother's claim that my shoes and my purse were supposed to match served as 

a powerfùi metaphor for me for many years as 1 took great care in abiding by the mles of 

femininity, according to my interpretation of it; my personal truth. The need to present 

myself in the most favorable light was my reality. so 1 took great care in selecting shoes, 

purse, clothing, make-up, and nail polish, all in complimentary colors. 

Truth is also based on its usefulness to the individual. It is a subjective process, 

one that is acquired through interaction and is transfomed in the process of interaction 
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(Charon, 1979). In this way, it is socially constructed, and socially deconstructed. 1 no 

longer make sense of situations in the same way as I did before. I have a new framework, a 

new perspective, and in time 1 will have others. 

Many of our most important tmths are not physical huths, but truths that corne 

about as a result of human beings acting in accord with a conceptual system that 

cannot in any sense be said to fit a reality completely outside of human experience 

(Lakoff, 1987, p.296). 

One of the most important concepts in symbolic interactionkm is the self. Rock 

(1979) postdates that the self "constitutes the very hub of the interactionists' intellectual 

scheme. Al1 other sociological processes and events revolve around the hub, taking fiom 

it their analytic meaning and organization" (p. 102). 

The self is reflexive in nature, it is both subject and object, and arises out of social 

experiences and communication (Mead, 1977). It is now 8:00 in the moming and I am 

just be,oinninng my writing for the day. I have, however, vent  the fint two hours of my 

moming interacting with my thoughts and my notes. 1 have been convershg with rnyself. 

Iust as symbolic interactionists argue that thought precludes action, before beginning to 

wnte I had to talk with rnyself about what it was that 1 wanted to write. 1 couldn't just sit 

down, turn on my cornputer and begin vmiting without first thinking about it. Before 

action there is thought and interpretation. 

Blurner (1969) describes two distinct stages in the process of interpretation. The 

first is the internalized social process of the actor interacting with herself. The process of 

the actor engaging in communication with self precludes the action as the actor "has to 
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point out to himself the things that have meaning" (p.5). During the second stage of 

interpretation "the actor selects, checks, suspends, regroups, and transfoms the meanings 

of the situation in which he is placed, and the direction of his action" (p.5). My 

interpretations, the meanings that 1 assign to an action through self-interaction. help to 

guide my actions. 

For symbolic interactionists, al1 objects are social objects. Just as the self is a social 

object, so too are objects outside of the self social in that they become what people define 

them as. Symbols are objects which are socially constructed. For example, the beauty and 

fashion industry is built around symbols and their socially constmcted meanings. For girls 

and young women platform shoes are currently very popular. Their popularity is not based 

on practicality or cornfort, but rather that they symbolize style, popularity with peers, chic, 

cool. In the not too distant future a new meanhg will be constructed around this same 

item. One who wears platfom shoes will be considered a geek, having no fashion sense. 

The girls I spoke with for this study spoke of '%elly tops" as being one of the current 

'cool' fashion trends. As they claimed, if the Spice Girls are wearing hem, they must be 

cool! Al1 objects are social objects whose rneanings are dependent on the definition 

assigned to them. 

Scene II: Social Life as Theorrical Perforntaitce 

In The Presentation of Seyin Everyday Li/e (1 959), Erving Go f h a n  employs the 

metaphor of a theatrical performance as a kamework for human behaviour in social 
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situations. " G o h a n  illustrates how we try to define the situation for othen through 

presenting a favorable picture of our 'self to others, or at least portraying ourselves in a 

way we choose" (Charon, 1979, p. 141). 

Gof'finan outlines six drarnahvgical principles that guide the organization of social 

life. Fou. of these are centrai concepts to this thesis and will be discussed herein: 

performances, teams, regions, and impression management. 

Perfomiançes 

Gofhan  contends that when an individual plays a part she implicitly seeks to have 

othen accept and believe the impression she fosters. In addition, the "sincere" performer 

is one who is "sincerely convinced that the impression ofreality which he stages is the real 

reality" (p. 17). The performer believes the performance she engages in and expects others 

to believe it as well. 

Everyonc is consciously or unconsciously playing a role, and it is in these roles 

that we corne to know one another and ourselves. in carrying out the performance the 

individual is said to have a 'persona1 front", the mask which one wears, which includes 

appearance and marner. Appearance refen to that which sornehow indicates the 

perfonner's social statu, and includes the "setting" - sex, age, clothing, physical size and 

appearance, posture, speech, gestures, and facial expressions. Manner refers to that which 

cues us to the interaction role the performer will play in a situation. For example, the 

indecisive individual will, as part of her performance, lollow the lead ofothers when 

complex decisions must be made. 
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In presenting z performance an individual often conceals things fiom the audience, 

notably anything which would demonstrate a discrepancy between appearance and overall 

reality. For example, by the time an extemal examiner reads this thesis 1 expect it will 

have gone through several drafts and look quite different from when my supervisor 

initiaily reads it. In presenting a completed text to an extemal examiner many changes 

have already been completed. "Erron and mistakes are often corrected before the 

performance takes place, while telltale signs that erron have been made and corrected are 

themselves concealed" (Go fhan, 1959, p.43). 

In her desire to present an idealized performance the performer has to conceal 

some actions that contradict the perfomance. As a result certain practices may be 

engaged in pnvately. This is referred to as "secret consumption" (p.42). An individual 

who is bulirnic will engage in socially acceptable eating patterns in the presence of others, 

but will binge and purge in secret. The binging and purging are inconsistent with an 

idealized performance, and so, are concealed fkom public view. 

Tearns 

The second drarnaturgical principle is tearns. Gofhan  (1959) defines teams as 

follows: 

a set of individuals whose intimate CO-operation is required if a given projected 

definition o f  the situation is to be maintained. A tearn is a grouping, but it is not in 

relation to a social structure or social organization but rather in relation to an 

interaction or a senes OF interactions in which the relevant definition o f  the 



situation is maintained (p. 104). 

The performance from a team rnay not express the specific characteristics of each 

team member so much as it is defined around the features of the iask that is performed. 

The team mernben adhere to a dennition of the situation that is specific to that situation, 

and cooperate to project a certain image. 

Audience is part of the team, as audience members have a role to play in upholding 

the integrity of a performance. A team may also consist of one individual who acts a s  if 

there is an audience present. The individual who becomes both the performer and the 

audience engages in self-deception, in that the individual as audience will have to conceal 

from herself the urifavorable knowledge she possesses about the performance. Al1 of the 

undesirable characteristics about the performer and the performance will have to be hidden 

fiom the self as audience. This concept of self-deception can be seen in individuals who 

have repressed mernories, or those who dissociate. It also occurs when we reconstnict or 

retell stories kom our past. In the reconstruction of the story I becorne both the performer 

and the audience, and as the audience 1 c m  deceive rnyself by believing only that which I 

as the perfomer choose to share in the retelling, even though I know the discreditable 

facts that are not being shared in the performance. 

Another rnember of the team is the director, who "starting out as a member of the 

tearn, may find himself slowly edged into a marginal role between audience and 

performers, half in and half out of both camps" (Goffman, 1959, p.99). 

The director may tend to see the performance in terms of whether or not it went 

"smoothly7' and ''without a hitch," and whether or not al1 possible disruptive 
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RQum 

Gofban  (1959) states that al1 performances are constrained by some barriers to 

perception. These barriers are generaily created by location, but are also limited by tirne. 

The place where the performance is given, within these barriers, is referred to as  the "front 

region." When in the fkont region the performer emphasizes those favorable aspects of the 

activity, while other parts of the performance, which rnay in some way discredit the image 

the performer wishes to convey, are suppressed. 

The back region is where the rehearsals and preparatory activities occur, the 

suppressed actions make their appearance, and impressions conveyed by the performance 

in the £?ont region are often contradicted. The back region, then, is a place where the 

actors can "let their hair down." They c m  express feelings and thoughts that wouid ruin 

the performance if they occumed in the fiont region (Lauer and Handel, 1983, p. 135). 

in one of our meetings, Faye spoke of her experience the day she came to school in 

new shoes unlike any the other girls in her class owned. A few of her classrnates teased 

Faye about her "clown shoes." In our group meeting, as she told the story. she laughed 

and spoke nonchdantly as if she did not care at al1 about her clasmates' opinions of her 

choice of footwear. This was Faye's front region performance. A few days after this 

meeting I happened to run inio Faye's mother, and, knowing the topic of my thesis, she 

shared what happened when Faye d v e d  back home the day she wore the 'clown shoes' 

to school. Her mother informed me that Faye was devastated, and planned to never Wear 
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those shoes to school again because she was so hurniliated by her peers. Her mother 

unwittingly provided a backstage glance at Faye's performance. 

There are many regions that huiction as  both fiont and back regions at different 

times. A couple who are having difficulties in their relationship may present a certain 

fiont when they are in public together, but in their own home, the back region, they fieely 

express their difficulties. However, when the couple hosts a dinner party at their home, it 

becomes the &ont region, and back region behaviour is suppressed. 

In general, then, it must be kept in mind that in speaking of front and back regions 

we speak fiom the reference point of a particular performance, and we speak of the 

fûnction that the place happens to serve at that time for the given performance 

(Gofhan, 1959, p. 127). 

on M a w e m e a  

Impression management is one of the key concepts in Go f i a n ' s  dramaturgical 

analysis of social interactions. It refers to our atternpt as performers to control the 

behaviour of others and have them define the situation as we wish by managing the 

impression othen gain of us (Lauer and Handel, 1983). In order for the performers to 

avoid embarrassrnent and successfully carry out their performance, cenain attributes are 

required, by both participants and those who do not participate. These practices include 

defensive measures that must be ernployed by the performers to Save their own show. 

protective practices used by the audience to assist the performers in saving the perfomen' 
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The defensive rneasures used by performers in planning their show are loyalty, 

discipline, and circumspection. The circumspect performer will carefully select an 

audience who will not challenge the performance to the point of it being threatened. In 

preparing for my performance at my thesis defence, it is important for me to have 

cornmittee members who will demonstrate dramahirgical loyalty and discipline, and be 

able to keep in rnind the focus of the performance. At the defence my cornmittee members 

will be both performers and audience. In their role as audience, to help Save the 

performance, my cornmittee members may engage in some protective practices, such as 

providing me with the opportunity to demonstrate my knowledge and understanding of my 

thesis topic by asking questions which will allow me to answer in such a way that will 

confirm my understanding. It will then be my responsibility as the performer to attend to 

the audience messages and respond to hints and modify that which threatens the success of 

the perfomance. In seiecting an extemal examiner, I will, as the circumspect performer, 

"also attempt to select the kind of audience that will give a minimum of trouble in terms of 

the show the performer wants to put on and the show he [sic] does not want to have to put 

on" (Gofhan, 1959, p.2 18). 

Appearance is considered to be one of the tools of impression management. In the 

establishment of one's identity, and the desire to indicate to others the appropriate way to 

define a situation, appearance indicates understanding of a shared meaning. Clothing is 

one facet of appearance. 

Actors enter the interaction with practical interests and preliminary definitions of 
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the situation. Their definitions are modified during the course of interaction, but 

may be modified prior to any verbal exchange. Through clothing, in part, 

individuals establish an identity and give indications of their value and mood 

(Lauer and Handel, 1983, p. 165). 

Fashion is used as a tool for impression management, particularly for those who seek to 

elevate their status. The argument is that appropriate attire is necessary to foster certain 

impressions of status. "...because of the meaning of clothes ...p eople may use their mode 

of dress to convey to othea the impression that they have sufficient status to be worthy of 

respect7' (Lauer and Handel, 1 983, p. 13 8). in the world of impression management, 

clothing is an integral part of ascnbing status to others, and pursuing interactions. 

ionale: Whv Interviews? 

The pnnciples and assumptions which have informed my research are those of 

symbolic interactionism, and specifically the metaphor of social life as drama. The 

assumptions, that meaning is constnicted through everyday social interaction, and that 

rneaning is ascribed based on how an individual makes sense o f  it, bring with them certain 

implications for ways of engaging in research as a social act. 

Qualitative interviews, both individual and focus group, were selected as methods 

that would best illuminate the ways others constnicted the+ social [ives. Qualitative 
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research enables the researcher to comunicate with the participants to discover how they 

sec ieality (Knieger, 1994). Kvale (1996) has described the shift fiom the quantitative 

assumptions around one reality and knowledge as a mirror of this reality, to the qualitative 

assurnption o f  viewing the world as individuals interpret and negotiate its meaning for 

them. Reality is a perspectival one, dependent on values and viewpoint. "Knowledge is 

neither inside a person nor outside in the world, but exists in the relationship between 

person and world" (Kvale, 1996, p.44) 

It is through language and interaction that we corne to undsrstand how individuals 

experience their world. Interviewing provides the researcher with an oppomuiity, through 

language and observation, to engage with the participant in conversation, dialogue, and 

meaning making. Interviewing offers an oppomuiity to contextualize people's actions so 

that the meaning of those actions can be understood. The way people interact in the world 

has its foundations in how they make sense of their expenence, and "as a method of 

inquiry i n t e~ewing  is most consistent with people's ability to make meaning through 

language (S eidman, 1 99 1, p .7). 

e Castirlg 

One of  the early thoughts: 1'11 interview some girls so they can tell me what Ifeei I 

l aiready know. i'll rend some books. I'll present my data .... no probleni. It is clear now 

that 1 had no idea what would happen as 1 embarked on this process of thesis writing. 

Even the word "Writing1' is inadequate. There is so much more involved than 1 would 

have imagined. For a person like myself, whose motto is "just do it!" this process has 
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created more than a few hurdles to surpass. Doing it has not been easy, in fact it has been 

extremely challenging every step of the way, and there are many times when I feel like 1 

have barely begun. 

"Credibility" and "trustworthiness" are two words that have guided me throughout 

the entire thesis process. What has to happen for these two principles to be honored? That 

is a question that has been at the forefiont of my mind since the initial fantasy of the thesis 

as "no problem" ended. As part of honoring these two principles I have decided to include 

a tour of the backstage, to offer a glirnpse of the performance in preparation. 

Once my research proposa1 had been accepted, it was time to select performers and 

arrange the stage. An elementary school of approximately 275 students in a rural 

community was selected as the site for the production. This school was selected because 1 

was familiar with the staff and students, and knew that it would be relatively easy to gain 

access. Casting for actors began with two meetings, one with al1 girls in a grade four 

classroom, and another with al1 girls in a grade five classroom. In both meetings we met 

as a group in a large circle in the middle of an empty classroom. Most of the girls in both 

groups had known me previously as a teacher and seemed to be both excited and curious. 

The purpose of these meetings was to observe and to listen to the girls as we discussed the 

words "body image" and "media7*. 1 was looking for girls who seemed comfortable 

sharing their thoughts and who could articulate thern. 

A list of possible characters was compiled from these two meetings. I then 

observed the girls in their classrooms and on the playground on two occasions. Before 

making final selections I spoke to the classroom teachers to determine whether they felt 
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'Nhen the tentative group list was established it included three nine-year-old girls 

from one class and two ten-year-old girls h m  the other class. The next step was to taik to 

each of the five girls individually to assess their interest and to obtain parental permission. 

The girls were informed of the nature of my research, and that they could withdraw at any 

time without penalty. They were guaranteed anonymity and confidentiality at al1 tirnes. 

The girls were informed that neither their names, nor the name of their school, would be 

used in the study. 

Taped i n t e ~ e w s  and transcripts were to be shared only with my conunittee, if 

necessary, and were to be destroyed upon the successful oral defense of the thesis. The 

girls were told they could review the tapes or transcripts, and we would meet again when 

the chapter telling their stones was written to be sure that the spirit and intent of their 

thoughts were captured in my writing. 

Written consent of the &ls and their parents was required before the research 

project began. Al1 five o f  the girls volunteered with enthusiasm, and written parental 

consent was given without question. 

. . 
nitial exchanges between ~erfomers  and director 

Initially 1 met with each of the girls individually. Unfortunately the only room 

available with any degree o f  privacy during the times 1 was in the school was a small 

windowless storage room. After the two individual i n t e ~ e w s  with each of the girls, a few 

of which included interruptions fiorn students who wanted to use the room we were in, 
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and the review of the transcripts and my notes, 1 knew that something in the process would 

Lave io change. The room was not working for us, nor was the individual format. It was 

far too formai ro be conducive to developing a trusting relationship. I spoke with each of 

the girls and they agreed to corne together for future meetings. 

he cast t o w  

The initial nervousness that I witnessed in the girls during the individual meetings 

melted away irnmediately when they came together as a group. They had al1 known one 

another for several years and were cornfortable meeting together. However, there was 

some initial uncertainty about my role in the group. The girls viewed me as a teacher in 

the school, the only role they were familiar with prior to this project. While I had never 

taught them, the dynarnics of a relationship between students and teachers were at play, 

particularly during our first two group meetings. 1 was aware of the position of power that 

1 was in and the importance of allowing the girls tirne to ûust the group and my role in it. 

We came together in a small room that had previously been used for special needs 

students. At the time of our meetings it was virtually unclaimed, although we had to pass 

through another room to get to it. While there were often remnants of someone's recess 

wrappings or used scraps of paper on the floor when we arrived, the room was largely 

empty. Sometimes there would be a few old desks, other times a table and a couple of 

chairs. The one window in the room faced south so one consistent feature of the room was 

the heat. 

Our meetings began with us al1 sitting cross-legged in a circle or pulling together 
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some of the loosely scattered desks or chairs, depending on the day, but by the time we 

were ready to close the sessions it was not unusual to see foohvear strewn around the room 

and bodies in a variety of prone positions on the floor. 

I had anticipated challenges in working with girls of  this age, but 1 was not fuily 

prepared for the dynamics of an adult wornan, who was viewed as a teacher, engaging in 

rneaningfùl dialogue with nine and ten year-old girls. 

Like Westerners doing fieldwork in colonized Third World cultures, or academics 

studying the urban pûor, when adults research children, they "study down", 

seeking understanding across lines of difference and inequality. M e n  research is 

within their own culture, the "studying down7' cornes swathed in a sense of 

familiarity. To learnfiom children, adults have to challenge the deep assumption 

that they already lmow what children are "like", both because, as former children, 

adults have been there, and because, as adults, they regard children as less 

complete versions of themselves. When adults seek to l e m  about and fiom 

children, the challenge is to take the closely familiar and to render it strange 

(Thome, 1993, p. 12). 

This was indeed my challenge, to be in the presence o f  children and hear their 

stories as they wanted to tell them. When 1 interviewed each of the girls individually, 

there was a lot of nervousness on their part; they seemed anxious to provide the "right" 

answers to my questions. Only one of the girls seemed cornfortable expanding on any of 

her responses. The other girls listened to the questions 1 asked, and responded with as few 

words as possible. During those initial interviews I experienced a myriad of emotions, 
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from jubilation, when I heard one sentence that 1 thought woutd be applicable for my 

study, to hstration when one of the girls provided me with one-word answers. During 

those eariy individual interviews 1 was keenly aware of the power imbalance and how it 

infiuenced the interviews. 1 quickly redized that the girls wanted to sound bright and 

intelligent and tell me what they thought I wanted to hear. 

With the first group meeting the dynamics changed almost irnrnediately. The girls 

then had one another, and the power irnbalance, aithough still evident, receded to the 

background. They brought so much energy to the group, and were eager to share their 

opinions. 

Faye peeled sparkly red nail polish f?om her fingers as she spoke, her ponytail 

bobbing with her excited gestures. Alicia had much to contribute to that first meeting, and 

throughout the sessions was the most reflective of the girls. Atison sat quietly for much of 

the fïrst meeting, intent on what was being said. When she spoke it was with c a h e s s  

and thoughtfulness. Alex was the most uncornfortable and insecure in the group initially. 

1 learned later that she did not hold a position within any of the 'inner-circles' to which the 

other girls belonged. The dynamics between Faye and Gwen were interesting. They had 

an ongoing competition for attention in the school, both wanting to be one of the rnost 

popular girls in the school, and they were constantly vying for exclusive hendships with 

the same girls. One o f  our sessions had to end sooner than planned because these two gir!s 

were finding it too challenging to be respecthl to one another. 

We had six meetings as a group. Each was taped, with the exception of the f i f i  

session in which the tape malhinctioned. During the first meeting one of the girls 
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suggested they keep individual joumals for the duration of our sessions. I was pleased with 

the suggestion and encouraged i:. However, the girls found this to be more of a 

cornmitment than they were ready to make so the idea was abandoned. The girls wrote 

during one of the sessions, and two of the girls shared a persona1 story they had written. 

Another dilemma 1 encountered in working with chitdren of this age group was their 

fiequent use of the third person. The girls often spoke of 'some girls' or 'most girls' rather 

than speaking in the first penon. In my role as the director, I spoke of this on several 

occasions. During one meeting, when 1 once again taiked about the importance of speaking 

in the first person and telling one's own story rather than interpretations of other's stones, I 

received a most surprising response. One of the girls broke d o m  in tears as she disclosed 

that it was she who was having a problem and not her niend, as we had been led at believe. 

Her father had been arrested the day before on dmg related charges and she had no idea 

what was to happen to him or to her family. The tape recorder was turned off as we taiked 

uirough her fears. 

As the girls became more cornfortable, my role as director changed. I found 

myself struggling, wanting them to stick to my agenda, yet fascinated by their interactions 

with one another. The thesis student in me was hearing the self-taik in my head, 'this is 

my data ... 1 need themes ... they have to stay on topic ... MY topic'. There were times that I 

just wished 1 could be the authoritarian leader and tell them to STAY ON TOPIC!!! 1 

wanted to direct, to control their actions. "The director may be given the special duty of 

bringing back into line any member of the team whose performance becornes unsuitable" 

(Gofhan, 1959, p.98). 1 knew that if 1 were to cany out his role 1 would find myself in 
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thc position of which Gof'han spoke, that of the director being neither a member o f  the 

audience nor the performers, but caught somewhere in between. 

c 
AAer each session with the girls, 1 listened to the tapes to review what had been 

said, and to determine which points to explore M e r .  At the completion of thc 

interviews, the tapes were transcribed and analyzed sentence by sentence. Each sentence 

was given a code word or words that best descnbed it. From the these codes, themes were 

developed. For exarnple, the codes "body size', "concems regarding clothes", and 

b'makeup" al1 became part of the theme "concems about appearance". 



Act IV - The Performers and their Performances 

By !istening to whar girls say about their [ives and becoming 
fnmiliar with the terrain, we can begin to lewrage resources 

and ensure that girls have access to the full range 
of life S options (Golden 1994. p.54) 

cene I - The Cm 

During our first group meeting the girls were eager to determine the fictitious 

narnes they would use in our work. They each selected who they wanted to be in the 

performance, as they were anxious to play an active role, to at least some extent, in 

defining who they were to become in this drama. 

Alicia 

Alicia was nine years old, of average size and height, and had straight blonde hair 

just past her shoulders. She tended to dress in athletic style clothing, which was 

considered "cool," but not "preppy," by othen. She was in grade four, where she was 

considered quite popuiar and well liked by her classrnates. Her teacher cornrnented that 

Alicia was a good student who was always eager to contribute to discussions. She was 

the first of the girls to be interviewed, and I was quite impressed with her thoughts and 

opinions. She was obviously conscious of presenting herself as thoughtful and reflective, 

particularly during the two individual interviews before the girls came together. 

Alicia was the rniddle daughter in her family. Her older sister was hvelve years 
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old and her younger sister was four. She also had a baby brother. Alicia enjoyed pop 

music, looking at magazines, and watching television, although her family didn't have 

cable television since her parents didn't like it, because Were was so much 

aggressiveness on it, like al1 the shooting and things." 

Gwen 

Gwen was ten y e m  old, one of the taller girls in her class, and had fairly thick, 

shoulder-length, straight blonde hair. She very much wanted others to see her as a 

"prep," so she wore outfits that were well matched, such as a blue and white striped T- 

shirt with Nevada overalls (one bib button undone and hanging), and a blue sweatshirt 

tied around her waist. She was athietic and participated in intrarnural sports as well as a 

community-based basketbal1 program. 

Gwen was in grade five, where she had been experiencing some stniggles socially 

with peers, and with her teacher, in part, 1 believe, because she was trying too hard to be 

popular. She descnbed herself as a good Giend, but she felt that many girls at school 

talked about her behind her back. She experienced a lot of peer pressure, was quite 

influenced by others, and seemed prepared to go to great lengths to be one of the most 

popular girls in the school. While she was thrilled to find out that her close fkiend Faye 

was going to be part of our group, it became obvious during the course o f  the research 

that these hvo girls spent a lot of time and energy vying for position of "top dog." 

In our group meetings Gwen was very outgoing and willing to share her thoughts 
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and feelings, although in the individuai meetings she was more hesitant with her 

responses to my questions. She seemed to gather energy and "&ont region confidence" 

when she was with her peers. 

Gwen was the oldest child in her family, and the only daughter. 

Alison 

Nixon was a petite nine-year-old whu was in grade four, and was the middle in a 

family of three girls. She had long blonde hair that was often styled and braided with 

care (and, I imagine, with assistance). She would be  considered cute and innocent, a 

happy and content young girl. She was quite fhoughthl in her contributions to our 

discussions and often sat for long penods of time listening to others. Alison was shy; 

willing to participate when she felt she had something to Say, but not needing to t ak  just 

because everyone else was. 

-4lison enjoyed school and was considered by her teacher to be a mode1 student, 

pleasant, polite, and hard-working. She was an avid skier and competitive skater. Alison 

liked to buy teen fashion magazines, particularly YM magazine, and was conscious of 

looking her best. She was clear about what kinds o f  clothing were acceptable to her and 

what weren't. Alison and her mother did most of their clothes shopping in the city 

because they did not feel there was enough of a selection of good quality clothing in this 

area for Alison. 
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Faye was ten years old and in grade five. She was a little shorter than average for 

her age, had long dark brown hair and a dark complexion. While her build was morc 

round than some girls in her class, she was by no means considered heavy, a title which 

she canied painfully in her earlier elementary years. She had a body which will probably 

never be able to accommodate itself to today's standard of "beauty" as portrayed in the 

media. 

A popular girl and a leader in her class, Faye was very interested in clothes and 

fashion, and claimed to spend a lot of time thinking about her appearance. She was quite 

flamboyant and talked about her plans to be a singer or an actor. Her ambition was to 

becorne fmous. Faye had one sister, a teenager with quite an opposite personality, 

which seemed to be the source of a lot of sibling rivairy. 

in getting to know Faye through our meetings, 1 saw a lot of personality 

chanctenstics similar to mine at that age, with an intense desire to look different and to 

be seen by others differently than the way 1 perceived they viewed me. 

Faye was quite an interesting perfomer, and her peen were willing and eager to 

participate in the performances. While Faye worked hard to project a strong, tough-girl 

image, she appeared to be a child in some pain, struggling with issues around body image 

and self-esteem. In our sessions together she altemated fiom being carefiee and 

unconcerned with others' opinions of her, to disclosing feelings of inadequacy and self- 

loathing. 
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Alex was nine years old and in grade four. She was skimy, with fine, straight, 

shoulder-length, light brown hair with bangs, and wore glasses. She disliked wearing 

glasses, feeling that this put her at a disadvantage in peer relationships. Alex often found 

herself on the outside of small groups of girls, and she didn't understand why this was 

happening. She believed it was because of her physical appearance, which to me was 

average. 

Alex was the most obviously insecure of the girls, hesitating with any questions 

directed at her, and dependent upon the responses of others. When she responded, she 

rarely used the pronoun "1," rather using words such as "you," "some girls," or "most 

girls." She clearly had not had the life expenences that the 0 t h  girls had, and was 

sometimes left out in discussions because she did not know what the other girls were 

talking about. When the girls spoke about specific television programs or magazines it 

 vas obvious to me that Alex was not familiar with them. M e r  a few meetings she began 

to ask for clarification, saying "1 know this sounds stupid, but what does mean?" 

Usually Faye and Gwen were the first to respond with their explanations. 

Alex enjoyed participating in a variety of sports, particularly figure skating and 

soccer. Her television viewing was carefully monitored, and rules in her home strictly 

enforced. She was the oldest of diree girls and descnbed her home life as difficult. 



e II - The Performances 

h the following section you will hear the voices of the performee as 1, the writer 

and director, have chosen to include them. You will also hear my voice, as I give you my 

interpretation of the perforrners' scripts. The performances will be presented according to 

three prirnary themes: self in relation to others, appearance, and media. 

You will also hear rny voice as a performer, as 1 provide you with back region 

glances of some of my own childhood expenences, memones sparked by the voices of 

the girls. 

Self in Relation to Other~ 

Not fi- eood about O-es with self-esteem. 

Three of the girls spoke about stniggles with self-esteem, each of them connecting 

self-esteem with physical appearance. Alex, Gwen, and Faye expressed a feeling of 

being different nom other girls and wanting to change some aspects of their physical 

appearance as a way to irnprove their self-esteem. 

Alex felt that if she had different clothes, more like those which some other girls 

wore, she would feel better about herself. 

A l c  Sornepeople they think they 'repretty because they have dfferent clorhes 
fiom everybody, fike some girls they tv to weur really fancy-like belLy 
button shirts, and in the sumrnertime they always Wear short. really sliort 
shorts and Iike they think they 're really cool and pretty like that. 



Lori: 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Ale.: 

Lori: 

Aler 

Do you think that has an effect on girls? 

,ell they think they i e  better because they Wear d~fferent clothes than 
everybody else. then they think fhey 're better. 

How does that effect you and your seli-esteem? 

Well, it 's kind of annoying when you have, when everybody has dzfferent 
clothes than you and everybody makes fun of you because you don 't have 
the same clothes as fhey do, and they treat you dzfferently because you 
have, um, different clothes than they do. 

Has it happened to you? 

Yeah, sometimes. 

And so how does that eflect you, your self-steem? 

Fell it kind of bugs me because they, like some people they don 't play with 
people because they dress differently. 

Has that huppened to you also? 

Som et imes. 

Alex taked a lot about comparing herself to other girls at school and feeling badly 

about herself because she wasn't as pretty as other girls. She wanted to change her looks 

so she could be more Iike others. 

Lon': 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Alel-: 

Lori: 

So how would you compare yourselfto other people? 

1 think a lot of giris in my clam are a lot prettier than nl e. 

And how does that eflect you and howyou feel? 

Well, some giris try to make a big thing around being pet& Like they 
spend hours on their nails and hair und strrfflike t h t .  

How would you describe yourselp 



Alex: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

Well, a lot ofpeople seem to ignore some people becûirse they have 
glasses, and a lot of people ignore me, and there 's this other girl in my 
ciass and she h m  glasses too and they Iike her and they don 't ignore her 
but they ignore me and we both have glases. 

You ihink they ignore you because of the glasses? 

Weil they haven 't said that they don 't [ike me cause I Wear glasses but it 
cornes to me Iike that. 

So talk a bit about how what a girl look  Iike efects how shefeels about 
herse& 

Basically ifshe has no giasses and she S pretty and ifshe hus long hair 
she 's pretty. 

So you think how a girl look really affects how she feels? 

Yeah. 

And if you looked d1 fferent do you thin k you wouid feel dtflerently ? 

Yeah. probably. 

Would you want tu be different? 

YES! 

Whut would you want to change? 

I'd have long hair and have no bangs or glasses. 

Gwen also felt different from other girls, and talked about not feeling as pretty as 

other girls even after buying new clothes. 

Gwen: Yeah, zim, like sometimes I don 't think I m  as pretty as rhe other girls too 
and stufi and like my morn and I we go to Frenchy S to get siuft: and I do 
like the clothes that other people Wear and stuft: somerimes Ijzuf don? 
think 1 slilI look like them. and sometimes 1 feel I don 't. 



Lori: Do you feel that effects your self-esteem? 

Gwen: Yes, sometimes it does. 

During our early meetings, when Faye and I were meeting alone, she spoke of her 

experiences of having low self-esteem when she was younger, related to her desire to be 

thimer and more physically attractive. 

Faye: WellI felt the same way in grade three because a lot ofpeople would caIl 
me futso or something like "really big" or anything they could think of or 
a "big wrestler, " but, um, and I used to like always want to Wear the same 
things, or ifl had one wish I'd wish to be thinner or prettier or something 
[ike that and it lowered my self-esteem. I was really, it was really bad in 
grade three. 

From grade three to grade five Faye described a change in her attitude about 
herse1 f. 

Faye: Grade four I had more fnendî and they would tell me there was nothing 
wrong with me or anything like that. Gradejive Ijust kind of forgot aboul 
people and learned to like mysell; so I don *t really care anymore and I had 
pneumonia a couple of times and I did get thinner, but that doesn 't really 
matter to me realb. 1 have lots offnends, il doesn 't matter. 

In our group meetings, which occurred later, Faye disclosed a different story. She 

talked of feeling like she was not even a real person, that she was just performing al1 the 

time. For her, the desire to become someone else was very powerfül. 

Faye: 1 feel that 1 am not a real person. l am nothing but a big show. 1 feel 
really bad almost all the time about who I am. 1 feel sad, l'ni upset, but I 
can 't, I never show anyone ... l just need something. 1 just really want to be 
something else other than rnyselj: 

She wrote the following journal enûy, which she shared with the group, about her 

strong desire to become someone other than herself. She acknowledged the performing, 

the selection and imitation of a media celebrity, and wanted to be able to stop playing out 



the drama. 

Stop the act! This is dlferent. I d o  this ail the tirne. It starts with 
sornething small that 's mean. but not taken cause of that certain person. 
Well, a little while ago my book buddy said "you 've got fat legs!" But then 
it was rnean, but I didn 't take if because he S little, but later on I think 
about it. Now 1 don 't know this, but my body wants to be thin so Ipick a 
cool show that I couldplay with rnyfnends! Now I do that to make myself 
look great. and I want my friends to tell me that I 'm this person. And then 
I felr "whoa I'd die to be that person. but hey I am" which makes mejight 
to be that person with my f i n &  because I need to be her to feel good, tu 
be great. (1 can 't have that taken away.) 

I con recall feeling like Faye, wanting to be a dl fferent person. one who wus 

smaller, with ajlat stornach and skinny thighs. 1 was in gradefive, and the tallest girl in 

the clam Most of the oher girls were still petite, I w m  already wearingjunior size 

clothes. Cluthes that were given tu me &y some teenager who had outgrown them. I just 

wanted to blend in better, not stand out because I looked bigger and older than my 

Alicia accepted that she cannot change who she is, although she had tried to be 

more like her older sister because she felt her sister was receiving more attention than she 

Alicia: She was playing the clarinet for the band and then, wn. rhere was two 
other girls und they got the saxophone. And so she wanted a saxophone 
too, so she asked [the music teacherlfor a saxophone and he raid he 
would look for one becawe he only had two. And then she got one the 
next day and then she brought it home and myparents were ail really 
ercited. And well, um. she just like, 1 tried tu sort of act like her. I can 't 
really erplain it but I tried to sort ofbe like her but nothing really sparked 



or anything. So. lin sort of unique in my own way. I can 't be anyone 
else. I c m  't really change being who I am or wlzat l am. I can 't realiy 
chnnge, I can change my looks and everything but I can 't realiy change 
my personolity. 

Alex, Gwen, and Faye expressed fairly strong desires to change some aspects of 

how they believed others saw them. Their feelings about themselves came through 

clearly in their voices, and these feelings seemed to be impacting negatively on their self- 

esteem. Alicia wanted to be different because she hoped then she would receive more 

attention, like her sister did. 

Differences b e t w e e l s  and boy ,  

Four of the girls expressed their beliefs about life for boys as compared to girls. 

They spoke of gender differences and the roles that boys are socialized to play. 

Alex felt that boys, unlike girls, don't care or worry about how they look in public. 

Ale.: There S this one boy ... and he always cornes to school with his hands dirty 
and like al! scurred and everything and like girls wouldn 't corne to school 
like thar.. [boys] corne to school with dirt in their nails and everyrhing 
and its realiy yucky! ... they don 't really try to make themselves dress or 
anything, or they don 't brush their hair or anything. 

Gwen said boys have an easier time than girls because the rules are different for 

boys. She believed that boys "don't have anything on their looks" and never have to 

wony about the things that girls worry about. 

Gwert : I think boys have it easicr in a way because rny mom afrer supper, she has 
to wash the dishes and stuff and my dad goes "why don 't you help her? " 
And he S just lying on the couch just watching T. V. Like they kind of have 
it easier a litt le... weZl, like sometimes he [dad] says T m  going to take 
[brother] to the hockey game with me Cause girls aren 't interested in 
hockey." Like men when you are or someihing. ..yeah, and I guess they 



think girls are more weaker than boys in u way. 

Faye: Girls they think they need to be thin and boys think they should be fat 
cause it shows how strong they are, or ifthey 're skin and bones they 're 
not very good. It S like the opposite. 

While she stated her belief that there a differences between boys and girls, Alicia 

was less clear of her distinctions between the sexes. 

Alicia: Boys just walk around thinking they c m  be big jocks and that they can 
rule the world in a way, and girls just sort of do their own thing, like 
they 're more giriy. Like they Zaugh really weird and some of them just act 
iike a boy, like they 're sort of a tomboy and um, well some boys, like some 
of them con be really sensitive and, um, caring, and sorne c m  be just like 
big idiots sornetimes. 

Al1 of the girls agreed that life was easier for boys than for girls, even though they 

stniggled with articulating their reasoning. 

P=m== 

The girls al1 spoke of feeling pressure from peers to conform and behave in 

certain ways. Body size, clothing, and physical appearance were al1 areas in which the 

girls either expenenced pressures fkom their peers or witnessed pressures in other 

relationships 

Faye: A lot of times ifsomeone is overwèight or sornelhing Zike that they 'II go. 
"oh my gosh she takes up the whole world. " And then so no one can go 
around her. And ifyou go arozrnd her to say "hi" because she 's nice to 
you or sornething people go "oh my God what are you doing with her you 
must be a Peak like her. " 

Gwen: And then they 'II  say something like traitor or something like that and then 
t he -  walk awayfiom you and go like ... 

Aler: Like if sorneone Iooks a drfferent way and you say "1 iike yotîr outfil" and 



they go *)ou like her outfil?" There 's a girl in our class and she hm a 
lot cf izice shirts and everybody thinkr she S ugly but like.. . well they Say. 
people Ziked it too but they didn 't like her so they 'd say it was ugly. 

Alicia: Or maybe it 's Iike they 're older or younger than you then they 're the same 
way. 

Alex: Like "you 're talking to a little M. '" 

Gwen: Sornetimes people wear... l i k  they '12 cal1 you up on the phone and thq, 'll 
go "wear this" and then when you come to school ihey Ire wearing 
something totally dgerent and they start laughing al you. 

Alicia: They sort ofset you up and maybe someone asks you to Wear something 
and then anotherperson asks you to wear a totally dlferent thing and then 
you don 't h o w  what to Wear so you just Wear something ofyour own and 
so, and then you sort of get those people upset at you because you didn 't 
Wear anything they wanted you to wear, so people should just sort ofgive 
you a break because its not very fair. 

Aler: Some people they go and get the kind of clothes thai other people Wear, 
like beliy tops, and then they don 't like them because they come to school 
and you go, ""oh you lookgood in that" or "you don? iookgood in thar. 
That 3 not your type of clothes. " 

Faye told the group a story about a classrnate who was excluded by her and her 

Fnends because of the way she walked. Tney referred to the girl as Barbie because she 

walked on her toes, and they gave her walking lessons so that she would be able to 

conform to the group's expectations. The girl invited Faye and her friends to a party ai 

her house, and she was later accepted by the girls. 

Faye: Like there was a party and we went to her house. und like "oh my God you 
have awesome clothes." Likeslte has Adidas dresses andshe doesn't 
Wear them 'cause she thinkr its just not her or sornerhing. 

Lori: So did it make a dzfference when you found out what h711d of dothes she 
had? 



Faye: Yeah! I really liked her clothes. Like she has the clothes and she 's cool 
now. 

Faye's acceptance of her new Wend seemed to be conditional upon discovering 

that this girl had the right kind of clothes. Even if she chose not to W e a r  hem, this girl 

was now considered "cool," a title that had been withheld fiom her untif her clothes were 

examined. 

Gwen acknowledged feeling pressure to engage in things that may not be what 

she would choose for herself. She was &id that this pressure would accelerate as she 

heading toward adolescence. 

Gwen: 1 do get pressured into doing things that I don 't want to do and I ' m  afraid 
when Iget older I'm afraid I'll get pressured into taking dmgs and getting 
drunk and smoking and all that gross stuff 

Alicia spoke of feeling pressures around appearance and having to look like 
oîhers. 

Alicia: Do you h o w  how 1 feelpressured? Its when there 's grade sir's and my 
sister plays a lot of basketball and she plays on the girls baskelball team. 
And ive itvre doiunstuirs because its had to go to n game one day and w e  
had to leave early and we both felt pressure 1 think because tltere were all 
these grade six girls and Zike they kept looking at me  like what 's your 
problem, why are you here? And its not really fair because they don P 
even give you a chance. They just count you out for what you look like 
now. 

Alicia also shared her dilemma around her fiend having makeup, and the 

concems for her if she doesn't share her fkiend's interest. 

Alicia: She brings rnakeup to school. She wants me to borrow it /rom her. 

Lori: Are you interested in the rnakeup ? 

Alicia: Not really. 



Lori: Do you feel any pressure to put on mnkeup ? 

Alicia: Well its my choice realiy. She shouldn 't go, "here you can borrow this for 
a couple of days " so like Ican 't real[y say no because ihen she might not 
like me becouse I don 't like her style. 

N e x  was quite clear in her pionouncement of avoiding certain clothes because 

she believed that if she did other girls would not like her. She claimed that most girls 

would not Wear pink because it was not acceptable to other girls, and they would be 

shunned if they did so. 

. 
minnrr others, 

Each of the girls was asked individudly to tak about people who they admire. 

Alicia spoke about her sisters, but then decided she envied rather then adrnired them for 

the attention they received fiom their parents. Gwen, Faye, and Alex al1 responded with 

references to people who they admire based on physical attractiveness. 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

Faye: 

Lori: 

Faye: 

Well, there S a lot of nice girls on rny skating team, like this girl she 's a 
teenager. 

So what it about her that you admire? 

One thing that S really neat about her is every week she hus d8erent nail 
polkh on, like she always draws pictures on her nails and everything. 

The girl on No Doubt, she f cool. She 's pretty, she S got nice clothes, she 
has a nice voice and I watched one of her meetings of her like when 
they 're interviewing her. 

Woitld there be anyone in, say, in this schooi you would say yoir admire? 

Probably [twa girls in her ciars] because they love all the fashions and 



their parents always give them the money fo go and get them, bul like 
z~ua l i j  I have to like get from a used clothing store sr  something. Bur iike 
that doesn 't bother me because Ijust get them a/ier they gel them. They 
jusr go out and buy them right away. I jwt like the way they like to put 
themelves together. 

Alison: I iike Kristie Litchie. 

Lori: How old is she? 

Alison: Righi now, she 's about fifieen. 

Lori: What is it about her that you admire? 

Alison: She S pretty and I like how she acts in movies. 

For me at that age I wanted to be Susan Partridge or Nancy Drew, because I 

thuught they had such exciting lives, they were cool, and beautijiui. I spen t a lot of time 

wishing I was Nancy Drew and admiring her because she was pretty and smart, which I 

beiieved were the &wu most important qualifies for a girl to have. 

Gwen mentioned famous people, acquaintances, and strangen who she adrnired, 

dl based on physical attributes. 

Gwen: Weil, on Full House, I really think B.J. S pretty, yeah and on Biack 
Stallion or something like that, I forget her name, but the girl with the 
ctimpy hair, 1 think she 's pretty. Probably those two. 

Her response about famous people was followed with t h i s  exchange: 

Lori: What about people that you know or people tlml you see, I mean kids, 
teens, adzclts.. . 

Gwen: Weil, there 's a lot of teenagers that l think are p e t s .  Like just in uur 



school and stufl I j w i  walk through the halls and I soo these nice 
teenagers and 1 like them. Like our babysitters and stufl they 're really 
nice. TYiey're likepretty too ...y eah like juîl people Idon 't even know or 
just waik by char Ijust kind of think they Ire pretty. Sometimes like in 
Annie. iike theregs an orphan that I think is pretty. She /ras really long 
hair andparted and it 's blnck and I think she 's reali'y pretty. She has a 
good voice and stuff like that and I think she S pretty so I Ziked her. 

Lori: Anybody else? 

Gwen: WeY, not really that I can think of right now. 

Lori: Any adults whum you admire? 

Gwen: Well, I like your hair. And there 's a lady I don 't know, but she hangs 
around with my mom sometimes und I like, her hair is really straighl and 
it has kind of a r l s  in the pont and then its straighf in ail the bock I like 
that ... well, there 3 a lot of teenagers that I think are pretty 

My question about who the girls admired was a very general one: "Tell me about 

the people in your life that you admire? Tell me about them." It was most interesting to 

note that they responded to the question with references to physical qualities that they 

admired in others, even though the question was left open. They al1 interpreted it in the 

same way. 

Beliefs about what m e n  b ~ y s  I i k  

The girls raised the issue of femaies as the objects of males' desires, and drew 

strong connections between physical attributes of females and boys' and men's desires. 

They expressed beliefs that males want to be with thin, beautiful, blue-eyed females, and 

that females feel pressure to respond to these perceived desires. 

Ala: Boys expect you to be like fhis (gesturedflat stomach, skinny) ... some boys 



think you have to have blonde hair. blue eyes. all this perfct stufl Some 
boys thinkyou have to be so perfect you have tu have the right clothes, you 
have to have the right body. you have to like ... like they sort of like a 
perfct body. petjèct clothes, long eyelashes. 

Gwen: WelZ I think they Zike girls that are cool, in the cool group. Like they have 
to be popular to go out with. 

Lori: Alex made the comment ihat she believes that boys like skinny girls. 

Faye: 17rey do. 

Alkon: Thqy don 't like any fa& girls. ïley Iike exact& pretty. And it makes some 
gids feel like, it makes them feel Iike they have to dress perject and they 
can 't dress like what they want anymore. And they have to dress a cerlain 
way and they tan and put their hair in o certain sryle and they have to look 
in the mirror and say "like do you think I look nice?" and stuff 

Alex: It S sort of like as soon as you hear that someone likes yard you 're sort of 
like, ' 'oh no Jin alert, " you kno W. 

Gwen: WelI. you know that old saying, there was this guy that said the only 
people that have the right to live on the earth are people with bloride hair 
and &lue eyes. I think thnt effeccis u lot ofpeople. 

Lori: Where did that comment corne from? 

Gwen: I don 't know. 

Alex: Every boy lhinks you have to have sofi sery. lusciotis blue eyes. 

Alicia: Yeah, Iike some boys or men ihinkyou 're always supposed to Wear a 
bikini tu the beach andyou Ze always supposed tu be shinny or else they'II 
dump you. 

The girls have already been imrnersed in the messages that have participated in 

their enculturation of traditional gender roles, and the pressures of girls and women to be 

beautiful and perfect for their mates. They made these comrnents afier a session where 

we looked at advertisernents in magazines, and many of their comrnents were directly 



related to, and followed from their viewing of the advertisements. They are clearly 

interpreting messages in popular culture that encourage females to succumb to female 

passivity and the sexualization of appearance. 

At the beginning of one of our group meetings I asked the girls to individually 

write about what the word beauty meant to them. 

Alison wote: 
I think beauty is what 'S inside, like. ifyou 're beautiful they 
should be kind and the same as ifthey 're beautiful. 
Everyone is beautifid. Lt 's jurt thal there is beautiful in 
dzfferent ways. Also beautiful is not really that you 're 
glarnorour, it 's that you 're kind and that you dress what 
you [ike because almost everything you see is beautiful. 
men you were little you always thought that beautvul is 
pretty but its not really. 

Gwen wrote: 
I think beauty is someone who hm a good heart and is nice 
and not bossy. 1 think pretty is someone that usually has 
more mon- than otherpeople so th- can afford nice 
dothes, shampoo. rnakeup to cover things they don 't like on 
their face like rits! But mainly someone that is nice 10 you. 
1 don 't rhink beauty is whether you 're bigger, fatter. 
srnalier, or skinny. 

Alex wrote: 
hair: blonde, no bangs, long. 
face: long eye Iashes. sofi blue eyes 
body: slim. one kind of clothes 

Really it dues not matter how beuuti/ulyou are or sexy. Il 

matters how you feel about yourselj: 

Alicia wrote: 
personality counts! 



T m r  yourself 
Beauty is inside 
feel the way you want to 
no more sex a h  
don 't beiieve what other people say 
everyune has beauty inside 
I think everyone should have a part in a magazine instead 
of  girls who have Tûû much makeup on. 
All girls have a problem but too many of them don 't wunt to 
share it. 

Faye wrote: 
A pretty face! 
Beauty is : 
A cover girl on a magazine profling her best beautyfor 
money, fame or fun 
Her ive makes me: 
jealous, full of envy, hupe and jealolcsy tu look and be that 
face! 
Beccruse: 
ifyou can think of al1 that by Iooking, then so will everyone 
else! 
But: 
II should be for how you are and your inside. But for as 
long as that face is on the magazine you c m  't! 

Mer completing their writing the girls were invited to either share what they had 

written or simply give their papes to me. They al1 agreed to share what they had wrîtten 

with the group, although they al1 began with disclaimers about the quality of their 

writing. The girls remained fairly noncornmital as they listened to one another, until 

Faye, who was the 1 s t  to share, began reading. Al1 of a sudden emotions enipted as a11 

of the girls chimed in about how true Faye's thoughts were and how they felt so similar. 

M e r  hearing Faye's thoughts two of the girls asked if their writing could be discarded 

because they thought Faye's ideas better explained how they really felt. 



79 

The girls, at that moment, provided me with one of their backstage perromances, 

as they pulled back the curtain and shared how they were really feeling, as opposed to 

what they had put on paper; the more intellectual, "in an ideal world," thoughts. 

BQ&== 

Both in our individual meetings and the group gathenngs the girls discussed 

concems regarding body size, ranging nom issues about not being ta11 enough to womes 

about weight and being the "wrong" size. The girls al1 revealed feelings of 

embarrassrnent around their bodies when they were with fnends, comparing themselves 

to others and believing they didn't quite measure up. When Faye confessed that she lied 

about her weight during a class ski trip because of her fear of being ridiculed, the other 

girls joined in with confessions of their own, all disclosing their womes that they were 

the wrong body size. While Alicia, Gwen, Faye, and Alison discussed their feelings 

about their belief th3t they were too fat or too heavy, Alex expressed her frustration with 

being too skinny and "bony." 

Gwen initially seemed reluctant to become too specific in her commentary about 

herself, but during a later meeting she talked about feeling embarrassed about her weight. 

Gwen : L ike I use to be reaily plump in grade two but I guess it al1 kind of takes 
shape when you get a little oider. Like it starts to s h  down a little. 

Lori: Do you worry about that. about getting bigger or wanting to be skinnier 
or anyt h ing? 

Gwen: Well I think right now Ibm fine with who I am and stuff like that. I don 7 
think I h that fat, but i might want lo Iose a couple ofpounds. 



Lori: What about gain a couple of pounds? 

Gwen: We!!, I wouldn 't like get ail upset and start screaming about it. Iguess i 
wouldn 't, Iguess I could like eat and then for Lent I might give up 
something, like cut back on the sweets a little or something like that. 

At a later meeting when Gwen was asked to describe herself she again mentioned 

body size and weight. 

Lori: How would you describe yourseif now ? 

Gwen: Uh... like there 3 stuffl'd like to change. f think Icould be skinnier and 
stufl and I'd like my nails to be longer and I want my hair to be a little bit 
longer. 

Lori: You said you thought maybe you could be a little skinnier, do you weigh 
y ourselj? 

Gwen: Weill like when Igo  to &%end's] house I kind of get embarrassed in a 
way cause she weighs like sk îy  some. sixty-nine or something like that. 
and like I kind of realize that I weigh like around 80 or 79. 

When we were meeting in a group Gwen became more direct with her opinion 

about herself. 

Gwen: Yeah wel2 Ithink I'm too fat! 

I KATED Canada Filness Awardr. Beginning in grade four every year I dreaded 

the tirne when we would staft participating in this program, because one of the first 

things we had to do ivas step on scales in front of whoever in the class happened to be 

standing ihere. 1 always felt like the whole class was fqring to see ho w much I weighed 

as Istood on the scaies. During those times I hnled rny teacher, f hated gym, and I hated 



myselffor being bigger than the other girls! 

Alicia spoke of her own belief that peoplc are al1 the same regardless of size, but 

at the sarne time she didn't like it when others called her flabby. 

A licia: Fat people are like skinny people, they aren 't any dz fferent. 

People look at me and they go, 'Iflabby, flabby. " I'm not a great 
nufritiota person but I eat nutritious food and even though I do that 
people go "look at you, you 're really flobby. " But like I eat enough 
vegetables, what am I supposed tu do? ... lplay basketbafl right and 
everyone goes 'Your legs are soflabby'3but tltey 're really not. if  's really 
m urcle. I mean you can 't get rid of it. 

During my first meeting with Alison she expressed a desire to be skinnier, even 

though she was quite a tiny girl. 

Alison: I'd like to be a bit skinnier. 

Lori: You would? 

Alison: Yep! 

Lori: mat sort ofthoughts do you have about that? 

Alison: WeIl, I use 10 be just so skinny and rny body wotild just sort of be nice und 
skinny and then stuff like that and. .. f 'rn not that skinny anyrnore. 

Lori: Wîio would you consider a skinny person? m a t  size wouldyou want to be 
to be skinny? 

Alison: Well I'd like to be about that size (gesturing with hands). 

Lori: Yoic 'd like to change your clothing size, go to a smaller size? 

Alison: People Say I'rn skinny but I don 't think thaf 18m that skinny. 

Lori: How do you feel about that? 



Alison: Um, well I don 't think i'mfat, but I jurt wnnt to be a bit sbii ikr.  

Alison also stated her wish to be taller because every year she has always had to 

b e  in either the hont or the middle row for class pictures. She despised being in what she 

called "the shortest row." 

What was interesting to me was Alison's comment during our second meeting 

about ideal weights and how she compared to that. Her thoughts on her size in relation to 

others flip-flopped back and forth, as she sometimes claimed to feel that she was too 

skinny, and at other times said she would like to be a bit skinnier. 

Lori: Do you ever weigh yourseij? 

Alison: Well yeah sornetimes. 

Lori: Is fhere a good weight ? 

Alison: Weil i only weigh 65 pounds and most girls in my class weigh 80. 1 think 
about 70 or 75 would probably be a good weighr. 

Faye talked about her feelings about her size and weight and how many of her 

fnends were much smaller than she was, and about how some of her fiends would Say 

they were too fat as well. Faye believed for some girls this was a way to get attention 

kom peers. 

Lori: Do you ever fhink about your weight? 

Faye: Ali the t h e .  

Lori: Whut kinds of things do you think abour? 

Faye: & 1 don 't know Like a lof of people will tease you ifyou 're really fa f. I 
hear some people teasing people. 



Lori: Have people teased you before ? 

Faye: Yeah. 

Lori: CYhat k-inds ofthings have th ey... ? 

Faye: Like "here cornes Yokozuno, " or somebody realiy fa r..y eah thut was 
when I was in grnde three andprobably weighed about, oh Idon 't how. 
92 poundr. 

Lori: Do you weigh yourseilf, 

Faye: Yeah. 

Faye: Oh, twice a week 

Lori: You said fhat you think about it (uour size) a fair bit. so whaf kinds O/ 

thoughts d o  you have? 

Faye: I don 't know. Well a lot iast year. ..l leamed [sic] to be a lof fhinner in the 
waist cause there I was just...l was getting over grade fhree where I 
wasn 't reallyJat anymore. but I guess it was almost like you would be 
reolly cool almost fyou were thinner. 

Lori: Do you dink a lot of people beiieve thal? 

Faye: A lof of H e .  

Lori: Do yoti b e h e  that ? 

Faye: ( f i t  was my choice not reafly. 1 wouldn 2 lhinkyou 'd have to be himer. 

Lori: But do you believe you have a choice? 

Faye: Most of the me. yeah 

Lori: All of your friends think about that? 

Faye: Ail of them. Yeah. like 1'22 look ut rnysel/in the rnirror and 1 'oz like "whoa 



I look a little big today, ' h n d  they 're like "no you don 't p u  *re not fat. " 
They just say those knak of things. But 1,f ffriend] s u c h  in she 's like a 
piece of cardboard. really she is. She doesn 't real ly... we even measured it 
like this WC;. like she 's really small. But it S just iike, 1 guess it 's because 
you want to be thinner so you canjit into dlferent kinds of outjits. Iguess 
you couid say , like belly tops look better on you, but it doesn 't realiy 
niutter. @st  Wear bel& tops if1 want to right, but um.. . or just l ike you 
could Wear srnaller oulfts ... but 1 don 't see the point why you want to Wear 
a small ouPt, but they never talk about anyone being fat. 

Faye later said size was not a function of the scale so much as it was of appearance. 

BUT there ii. no ca-tain weight, there is a certain look. m u  look..you 
couZd be skinny and weigh IO00 pounds but they only care that you look 
skinny I guess. It S not really your weight. 

Alex, who has always been very slim, stated that "it's not really a bad thing to be 

fat. People always think they're not perfect because they're fat." While Alex had never 

worried about being too fat she complained that "I'm a little too tall." 

Al1 of the girls indicated that, given the oppominity, they would change their body 

size. I wonder, at that age, if any part of the discontent with some girls is more about 

sharing the dominant cultural message; that as a fernale you are supposed to be 

dissatisfied with your body? 

The girls dl believed that clothes and fashion are important to girls their age, and 

there is some pressure to have particular kinds of clothing and to look good wearing it. 

For Gwen, more care is required in selecting clothes at her age than was when she 

was younger. 

Gwen: You to dress really WOK und you try to match things and stuff 'cause 
like when you were younger you didn 't really care what you wore. Yozl 'd 



just throw on that. You 'd jmt suy "oh, 1 love this shirt. I love these 
pants. " and just put them together. And it S really weird becituse before 
you didn 't do fhr;:. You didn 't go "oh no I don 7 like that. 1 need 
something to maich. " Like when you were /ive. or six, or seven or 
something. 

Gwen, Alex and Alicia shared similar stories about the influence of peers on 

clothing choices, and how difficult these choices can be. 

Gwen: Like sometimes people wear. ..like they '11 call you up on the phone and 
they 'll go "wear this " and then when you corne tu school thqr 're wearing 
something totally d~fferent, and they  start laughing al you. 

Alicia: They sort of set you up and maybe someone asks you tu Wear something. 
and then anotherperson asks you to Wear a totally dmrent  thing, and 
fhen you don 't h o w  whut to do so you just Wear something of your own 
and so ... and then you sort of get these people upset at you because you 
didn 't Wear anything that they wan fed you to wear. So people should sort 
o f jmt  give you a break because its not very fair. 

Alex: Sometirnes when you get a really nice ou@ and you go to put it on, and 
you think you look so great, and then yozi go fo school and they 're just Iike 
"get away fiom me, you 're scaring me. " 

Not only the style of clothes is significant to these girls and their peers. Where 

the clothes are purchased is an important factor as well. Clothing that is considered 

"acceptable" can quickly lose its statu when it is found out that the article was purchased 

at a department store or a used clothing outlet. 

Alex: There 's this girl in our class, and a lot of us go to Frenchy S. and we get a 
lot of cool clothes. and she likes them ... and she goes "where 'd you get 
'em? " and we go "Frenchy 'S. " and she goes "tim, tltey Ire not that great. " 

Alicia: There S this girl, and she goes to Toronto to get most of her clothes. and 
like sol and I bought this real[y cool shirt and it was /rom Zellers. and she 
goes "where did you get your shirt ? " and I go "Zellers " and she like 
started tu hate it because it carnefiorn Zellers. 



Gwen: At S u i e  Shier and stuz I Iike their stuff They have all this nice nail 
polish und sruff and belly tops and stuff like that. Bell bottorn pants und 
those shoes with the heels is what I'm into right now. 

Alison: Like we usually go tu Mic Mac Mail to buy dothes and s t u -  ..l [ike clothes 
from the Gap. And I like some shirts fiom S u i e  Shier. There 's a 
catalogue called Land's End und I like to get clothes from ihat. 

Faye has to wait a little longer than her fiends to have clothes that are in style 

because she has to get them fiom a used clothing store, whereas they can buy them as 

soon as the styles are in stores. 

Faye: ffiend] and /$riend] love all the fashions, and their parents always give 
them money to go out and get them. But like usually I have IO like get 
fiom a used clothing store or something. 

Girls can find themselves exciuded fiom groups if they don9 have "cool" clothes. 

Alicia: Like sometimes ifyou 're sitting in a room and there 's not anyone exactly 
like you, you sort of feei d~fleerent because, son of like what [Gwen ] said. 
like sumetirna someone will be wearing something and well a lot of 
people are wearing the same things, Iike a trend, and then you don 't have 
if ,  so you sort of feel lefi out. 

All: Yeah! 

Alex: Like sitting in a r o m  and all these girls are wearing these belly btttton 
shirts and you Ire there wearing this sweater with blouse and skirts and 
panty hose and stuff like that. 

Lori: So how does that make you feel then? 

Alex: Well it kind of makes me feel like weird because everybody S wearing fliis 
kind of clothes and like you 're not wearing those kind of dothes. 

A licia: Somefimes yazc get ercluded because of if. Sometimes I do that by 
accident, iike I erclude people. 



AIex has experienced this discrimination finthand. 

Alex: WeU it 's kind of annoying when you have ... when everybody else has 
dïflerent clothes then you, and everybody makes fun of you because you 
don 't have the same clothes as they do, and they treat you dzyerentiy 
because you have, um, different clothes than they do. 

Lori: Har it happened to you? 

Alex: Yeah, sometimes ... well it kind of bugs me because they like. ..some peuple 
they don 't play with people because they dress dz fferently. 

l wm ten years old in gradefive. We had a snowstonn in May. My mother made 

me Wear a white fur pile jacket with a hood that made me look like a teddy bear. I cried 

and fought, but to no mail. I'lf never forget standing at the bus stop wishing Icould bury 

rnysevin the snowbanks because I was so humiliated by that jucket. I was sure that 

everyme would laugh and make fun of me. 

Faye claimed to be able to ignore the pressures around wearing certain styles of 

clothing and make her own decisions. She also admitted that she has participated in 

pressurîng others in her judgements of their clothes. 

Faye: I j t s î  Wear the wu)) f like to look niere are sort of pressures, but it S not 
reolly bothering me. Ijust Wear d~ffereent stuff and I can see changes in 
what I Wear and stuff 

Faye: Um. everyone likes what l m  wearing. But I don 't really care what they 
think of what I'm wearing. I Wear what S comfortable. Sometimes I Wear 
wha z O fher people like. 

Lori: Do you find yourse l f l ong  ut other people and judging? 



Faye: Yeah, a lot of people do that fiudging] in my class. Like in gym class they 
jtcst kind of 'like you. like you, hote you " or "like your outfi. hate your 
outjtit, like your ouflt, don 't like your oulft. " 'Zike it. like it, like it. " they 
can d o  strcglike Bat. 

Lori: CYho decides what 's a good outfit ? 

Faye: The kids in grade six. They always do. Like they decide that pIatforms 
are totaliy cool and ifyou don? have them then you 're a geek or 
something. 

There is a lot of pressure for girls to have the nght clothes and to be up on the 

latest fashions. Alex seemed to be most conflicted around issues of clothing, because her 

parents were not supporting her desire to have the same clothes as her peers. She 

experienced some ridicule fiom peers because of this. Having "cool" clothing was one of 

the most important factors in peer groups for these girls. They were prepared to go to 

great lengths to dress in the latest fads, and to be acknowledged for doing so. 

When 1 posed the question "1s there anything about younelf that you would like 

to change?" each one of the girls had something to Say about her appearance and the 

changes she would like to make. The changes were based on the desire to be "pretty." 

Hair was an issue for the girls, nom "working with it" to wanting to change its 

color. Everyone in the group had family members, fnends, or knew of other girls who 

had dyed their hair, and that seerned to hold a lot of appeal to the girls. 

Gwen was most interested in changing her hairstyle and color, but her preferences 

changed fiequently. At one time she expressed a desire for black hair, and at another 



t h e  brown became her choice. 

Gwen: WeZl there S a lot of things I 'd like to change, like I want to dye my hair 
and grow it a little longer on the top. 

Gwen: ffn'end] she just got, Zike her hair is the same as mine und she jurt got hers 
dyed black and hers is parted too. Like it Iooh really good, like it look 
original. So I like that. 

Lori: You don 't like blonde hair? 

Gwen: WeIl, I don 't mind it, but sometimes you just want to try dlferent things. 
Like I'd see what black actually look like. IfI really don 't like it, I'd 
probably change bock to a drfferent blondish or something. 

Later in the same meeting she became less clear about what the specific hair 

changes would look like. 

Gwen : Yeah, well, I really think about when I grow up. Like what will I look like, 
anci what kind of stuff will I be into? The only thing I'd probably want to 
change is probably my hair. I 'm fine with everything else. I don 't mind 
the color or anything, like Ijust want like no bangs or something like that. 
Like when my bangs are long I might not want to dye it black I might 
want to just keep it blonde, but I don 't h o  w yet. 

Gwen: WeU acfzially I want rny hair to he hrown. 

Alex was also anxious to change her hair color. Unlike Gwen, she was very clear 

that she wanted to become blonde. She thought that if she becarne a blonde she would be 

prettier, which was important for girls in her class. 

Lori: mat wozild you do fyou could do anyth ing dgerent ? 

Alex: I 'd change my hair, I'd get contact lenses. I want to bleach my hair. 

Lori: Whut thoughts do you have about bleaching yoztr Itazr? 

Alex: Blonde. I love blonde. Not like white blonde. jurt dirty blonde. 



Lori: 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

And do you thinkyour life wouid be d~fferent ifyou had contacts and 
blonde hair? 

Well some people ... I wish my hair was longer too. but some people when 
they have short hair and glasses people don 't like them for some reasor;. 

Do you think your lfe would be dzfferent ifyou had blonde hair and no 
glasses ? 

I don 't know. I just think I would be prettier maybe. 

Faye, Alison, and Alicia spoke about their desire to have hair styles like those 

they see in magazines, and how difficult, if not impossible, these styles are to attain. 

They felt that self-esteem is effected by this mattainable quest for perfect hair. 

Alicia: Sotnefimes they (magazines) make you feel really crappy, because you see 
îheir hair and you think "oh rny God I wish I had that hair color, I 
wish.. . " 

Faye: 

Lori: 

And then you go and spend money on it and then you Say '7 really like 
this " and then you gel îo school andyou think everyone 3 gonna love it. 
and îhen they go ''1 hate i f"  and then you feel like you spent your money 
on nothing andyou sfart to hate it because of the way people think about 
it. 

And then how do you feel? 

Alicia: And then you feel realIy crappy. 

Alison: Sometirnes there S something really good in magazines and then you 're 
like, you think you can never compete with a person. 

Alison: Teveryone just looked normal without al1 these makeovers ihen we'd ail 
jtut look the same and it wouldn 't matter that much. 

For Faye and her fnends doing their hair was a favorite pastirne. They carne up 

with some creative ways to experiment with different styles using washable markers. 
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Lori: So what other kinds of things do you do? Anything else with y u r  friends? 

Faye: Do our hair. 

Lori: How do you do thnt? 

Faye: We put different kinds of clips and stuff in it. or maybe take a Iittle marker 
and put the side of your face with marker just to see what it would look 
Zike. Jùst a little bit. not like the entire head, just maybe that much (shows 
with a f i  sirnnds of her hair). 

Lori: With marker? 

Faye: Washable 

In addition to their concems about their hair, the girls al1 had other aspects of their 

appearance with which they were unhappy and would like to change. Alex was unhappy 

with her "hairy arms." She said that some kids at school called her "ape." She also 

believed that if she didn't have to Wear glasses she would get more attention instead of 

being ignored. 

Alex: Pell a lot ofpeople seem to ignore some people because they have 
glasses, and a lot ofpeople ignore me, and fhere 's rhis orher girl in my 
class and she has glasses too and they like her too. and they don 't ignore 
her but they ignore me. and we both have glusses. 

Lori: You think they ignore you because of the glasses. 

Alex: Weil they haven 't said that they don 't like me cause I Wear glasses but ît 
cornes to me like that. 

I began wearing glasses in grade three. They were little round. wire$-arned 

"granny " glasses. I thought they made me a little "cool" especial[y because my sister, 

Lisa, was jeaiou because Igot to Wear glasses and she didn 't (she got hers a year later). 



There was never any issue about being teased because of my glasses. although I do 

remember cr boy being teased because he hud to weur glasses. 

It wasn 't untilI wac a teenager that glasses were no longer "cool" and the tirne 

came to save my money to buy contact [enses. 

Alicia talked about the desire to have others stop referring to her thighs as flabby. 

She was bothered by this, and claimed, "you can't get skinny in a day." 

Gwen adrnitted that, while she knows it should be what is on the inside that is 

important, she is concemed with her outside sppearance. She wants to look good at al1 

times. 

Gwen: I think 1 could be skinnier and stufl and l'd like my nuils to be longer, and 
I want my hair to be a Iittle bit longer so I can put if up in those clips you 
rGn o w, those clips, and nuff like that, and I don 't want bangs, like I hi 
growing them out. 

Faye did not like the scar that she claimed to have on her nose fiom falling (it was 

unidentifiable to me). She felt that it always showed up, so she used a little makeup to 

cover it. 

Alison was womed about her freckles and whether or not they would disappear. 

She also expressed a concem about being so skinny that her backbone sticks out when 

she sits down, even though at another meeting she talked about wanted to [ose weight. 

A lison: I don 'f likeJreckIes and 1 'm afiaid they won 't go awuy, 'cause rny dad 
had them when he was little and they covered his whole face that you can 'L 
notice il. TAen niy mom, she hadfreckles on[y in the surnmer and then 
they went away and then they came in the winter and then they went away, 
... and l'm no[ sure ifthis is like winfer and then going awuy, and I m  



really worried because I don 't like freckles. 

Lori: Do you worry about how it (your body) looks? 

Alison: I think lrm the right height but I'in really skinny and my backbones they 
stick out. Like its em barrasszng like when I Sn sitting or standing they 
stick out sornetimes, and when you 're wearing a tight shirt that realiy 
bothers me. So I want fo get more skin on me. 

Making changes in hair styles and color was the most cornmon wish for the girls. 

Coloring hair had become a fashionable and admirable activity for girls at this age, 

although up to this point none of the parents had agreed to allow their daughters to do so. 

Alex made a clear comection about her stniggles with peers and her wearing of 

glasses. Changing her physical appearance, she believed, would eliminate her challenges 

wi th peers. 

The girls al1 agreed that it is important to look good to others, although if there 

wasn't so much influence fiom media they would be able to be less concemed. 

Media 

The girls al1 expre ssed a belief that the media is a powerfùl force in their lives. 

They spoke about the unattainable images of perfection portrayed in the media, and the 

impact diese images have on young girls. They shared their concems about how 

messages about body size, clothes, and beauty encourage them to be critical and less 

accepting of' themselves because they "don't measure up." 



Lori: 

Gwen: 

Lori: 

Gwen: 

Lori: 

Gwen: 

Do you think T. Y. and magazines put some pressure on ydu? 

Yeah, a lot. 

Do  p u  feel pressure from stuffyoou see on T. Y. ? 

Well not necessarily. I think more on magazines. 

How so? 

Because on T. Y. the oniy girls that they naturally have, like in ihe 
magazines, would be like only to do with the shampoa and stufl But in 
magazines they have it on clothes and modelling and hair, your lips, your 
eyeshadow, stuff like that. Iget more from the magazines, /rom that kind 
of stufl 

I didn 't have access to the magazines the girls have untilI w u  in grade sir and 

had m oney from delivering newspapers. Then I starled purchasing teen fash ion 

magazines on a regular basis, and dreamed of becoming pretty and slim like the girls in 

ihose magazines. At nine and ten the Simpson 's catalogue was my fashion consultant. I 

wanted tu look like, and have the same clothes as, the mociels in rhe Simpson's catalogtte. 

. - . . .  

Alicia, Alison and Gwen believe that acton and models determine how girls 

should look. 

Lori: Who decides what girls should look likr? 

Alison: Probably ali kinds of actors and stuff like that. 

Lori: So, T. K ? People that you see on T. K kind of set the tone? 

Alison: Yeah. 



Alicia: On television and the magazines ... the messages they give are sort ofon 
them sometimes. 

Lori: How so? 

Alicia: Well some of them like ... um, maybe they 'llsay one day you wear ... in a 
magazine or on television maybe they 'Il suy like wear purple jeans and a 
black shirt, and then you go to school and people think you 're really 
weird, and so some people blame it on the magazines, some people blame 
it on themselves for listening to that and. .. 

Lori: Do you think a lot of people believe those messages and follow what T. Y. 
and magazines say? 

Alicia: Yes! 

Lori: So then movies and T. Y. shows make you want to do things like them? 

Faye: Yeah. Like they just put sornething on and d e y  're so per-jèct. 

Alison and Alex stated that the media encourages girls to value being pretty, and 

to feel badly if they are no?. 

Lori: Who gives these messages to girls? 

.4liron: Wm, probabb magazines und stirfi and rnaybe Iike yow friends heard 
about it front a television show, so 1'11 be so pretty and stz@ 

Lori: So you start tu value beingpretty? 

Alison: Yeah. 

Lori: Do you ever compare yourselfro girls on T. Y. ? 

Alex: Sometimes. Some girls are really pretîy, like the girls on E Y.. and it kind 
of makes me feel bad becaure you Te not as pretty as they are. 

The concept of  body size was a repeated theme in the girls' reflections about the 

media It was clear in listening to them that they have learned how the media connect 
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beauty with thinness, as only thin models are evident, unless, as Alison pointed out, they 

are refemng to facial photographs, which are sometimes of heavy girls. 

Faye: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Well in magazines they aren ' f  real[v real. WelZ they are real people, but 
they only take the ones thnt are thin, that 'Il lookgood in this ou@ and 
stuff like that, so you obviouriy know that not everyone would look like 
that. 

Because like television Zike wouldn 't take a bigfat person with no good 
look because they Ire afraidpeople won? watch their show. 

Have you ever seen fat people in magazines or on T. V. ? 

No. nof really. 

So, whal kind of message do you think thot sen& IO people? 

WeZl most people think that ifthey Ire fat no one likes them, and they think 
they 're ugly. 

Do you ftnd that there are lots ofmessages on T. Y. and magazines like if 
you 're a girl you have to be pretty, you have to be beautifil? 

Gwen: Yeah. 'cause like in that kind of sluff they don P take.. .like I never see more 
of a biggergirl on it Zike. and I don 't think that S being right, 'cause I 
don? fhink if really malters what size yozc have to he to be on a 
comrnercia l or something. 

Lori: What kind of message does that send to girls? 

Gwen: Like you have to be kind of skînny to be on stuflike that. to be popular 
and stuff 

Alicia was angry at how the media portray fat people on television. 

Alicia: The media doesn 't seem to allow the ... not fat people, but people who have 
a bigger build. They don 't seem to let many people of those types in. Like 
there 's that lady on the Drew Carey Show. 

Faye: I love her makeup. It 's cool. 



Lori: But do you think they are making fun of fat people? 

Alicia: Yeah in that rnuurnuu. 

Alison: They make her up so that she 's al1 stupid. 

Alec It kind of makes her seem like a dunce. 

Alicia: 'Ilrey sort of make you think that all bigger people are like that. But I 
don? think they are because I had a friend once and she war fat, but like 
fat people are like skinny people. They aren 't any dflerent. 

Alison shared her interpretation of some magazine messages, that they encourage 

dieting and exercising, and that fat girls should go on a diet. 

AZLÎon: The magazines, they say like, um, 'have a diet on tliis and you 'II  be so 
skinny. ':..but some models are sort of fat, but then they have to go on a 
diet first. 

Lori: Have you seen fat models in magazines? 

Alison: Well sort of broadish. Like maybe out to there and sîufbut not really big 
fat ones. 

Lori: m a t  about on T. V.? 

Alison: Well sometimes because some fut girls, they Iike put their hair in buns and 
put lipstîck on and then go out, like there S some picfures of ihem on 
magazines, on the cover, of their faces and stu8 

Lori: Of fat girls? 

Alisun: Yeah. like their faces and stuff but not the* bodies. Like rhey don 't do 
that Iike other models do. 

Lori: They don 't pose. 

Alison: Yeah. 

Lori: mat 's  your opinion aboui that. that ihere aren 1.. 



Alison: Fat rnodels? I don 't h o w  because like. well I wouldn 't really like t o  be 
fat myself; but it wouldn 't really matter that much because Zike, unless 
they 're pretty and someone picks them. Because someone could go up to 
someone and Say "get on a diet and 1 'il have you as a model mon " or 
something like that. 

Lori: So you think that f what they should do ifthey want to be a model? 

Alison: No, but ifsome fat people want to be a model they could sort of listen to 
things in magazines that aren 't hurtful or something, that are really 
usefut. 

Lori: R%ar about on T. K ? 

Alison : Um. weIZ sometimes in commercials there 's fat people, but iike in Cover 
Girl and stuff there 3 al1 kinds of sknny people. 

Lori: What kinds of messages does that send to girls? 

Alison: Thal sends sort oflike "bepretty and use Cover Girl. and be all skinny 
and yoir 'Il be pretty " and sluff 

Lori: Do you thin k that makes it dzflcult for young girls? 

Alison: Yeah because they think "oh l'rn not realZy pretty because I'm not skinny " 
and stuff like that. But sometimes they are pretty. 

Faye talked about seeing girls and young women in the media and wanting to 

become them because they were so happy and had so much control over themselves. She 

has tried to follow behaviour patterns of some actors that she has admired. 

Faye: WeII when you see a person who '.Y really thin. and you 're here like "well 
I m  not really al1 that thin. " and so when you try to be that person you 
might go "well they don 'tfinish al1 their supper, they eat hirlfof if and 
thm 's probabb what makes them thin " and so you t v  that. 

Lori: Do you feel that you want to look more like them? 

Faye: Yeah. Ifyou eut that way then you '11 look like them. 



Lori: mat about comrnercials that yuu see in magazines. cornmercials that you 
see on T.V.? 

Faye, AAson, and Gwen (in unison): Cuver Girl 

Gwen: Probably everyone S seen that commercial. 
I 

Faye: (sings jingle from ad) It makes you wmt to be them 'cause they nrn out 
with these pure faces. and they run onto a boat and they sail away. and 
they 're al1 fiench, and they 're al1 happy. 

The media values of thinness and beauty are clearly evident to these girls. They 

have each chosen to accept the messages to a different degree, but are al1 aware of the 

impact of media messages in their lives. 

fluences of television. 

Television has been a powefil influence for the girls, so much so for some of 

them that they take on the role of a television character in their everyday lives, and do 

everything they c m  to "becorne" that person. Gwen suffered physically kom her efforts 

to imitate one of her favorite singes fiom a music video. She wanted to look just like the 

main singer frorn the group No Doubt, the girl whose name she chose for this thesis, so 

she used nail polish to paint the side of her face, around her eye. When she tried to 

remove it she used nail polish remover, and bumt the side of her face. She was quite 

embarrassed by the results, but said she wasn't going to stop trying to look like her 

favorite television personalities. 

Gwen and the other girls were aware of the importance of  fashion as portrayed on 



television. Gwen said she gets some of her ideas for her clothes kom television, 

particlilarly music videos. Faye also claimed that girls get their fashion ideas from 

television. 

Faye: They (girls in grade six) watch the show on fashion that got them into being 
nhead of fahion. Su they kind of like, they kind of say "ivell its in fashion 
to Wear th i s  and ifyou don 't Wear this then you Ze not in fàshion. " And 
they want tu be in fashion. so they don 't like you ifyou 're not. 

Faye believed that rnovies and television have a large effect on girls' feelings 

about themselves. Alicia found the way some women behave on television stupid and 

Alicia: î ley  Te selling sornething that they shouldn 't be. 

Idon't want to be influenced by them. 

Yeah, and then on T. Y. shows, whenever someone gives. ..a man gives them 
a tip they stick it down their shirt into their bra, and rhen when fhey 're 
paying for sornething they just take it out. m a t  is realiy stupid, I mean 
that 's... why do they do that? m a t  influences them to do  that and why are 
they doing that? 

Alex related to the people on television who are teased because they are not pretty 

enough. She believed that, even though girls admire and want to look like television 

personalities, a lot of famous stars probably still aren't happy with themselves. Alison 

agreed, saying that the pressure girls feel to look like farnous personalities retums to these 

people, so that they feel they can't even go for a walk without looking perfect for fear that 

their fans will be critical. 

Gwen, Faye, and Alex spoke about the images projected f?om television, and their 
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strong desires to live like they believe television stars do, because they look perfect and, i f  

they have problems, they are solved in thirty minutes. 

Lori: So then movies and T. l? shows make you want fo do things like them? 

Gwen: Yeah, like they jwt  put something on and they 're so perfct. 

Faye: Yeah, their lives, even though they have problems and stuff they 're usually 
fued in O halfan hour. 

Gwen: The stars' lives are so perfct because usually they get al1 the nice clothes 
and.. . 

Faye: They make you feel like a piece ofjunk 

Lori: And what about that Clueiess show? We talked about it last time and 
didn 't get it on the tape about how people feel. Is there anything more you 
rvant to share about that? 

Gwen: Weil sometimes it makes you feel Iike you 're 10 wer ciass. Like rhey al1 
have these p e f e a  clothes and everylhing S so perfect for them. and their 
lives are so nice, and they have al2 these clothes that match. A tid you wish 
you had that, and it just makes, sometimes you feel so bad. 

Faye: 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Faye: 

Alex: 

ft can make you feel really fnrstrated because you try to have a compter 
that can draw [Clueless girls have a compter that organizes and plans 
their wardrobes] ail your stufand you work and work and yozi get in 
trouble because you don 't really cure about anything else anymore. 

Sometimes it makes you feel really like, makes you feel kind of bad about 
yourselfbecauseyou don 't have ail chat cool sruflthat lhey do. Some 
people think that then they 're not cool. 

Andyou had talked last tirne about how it makes yotc really want to be 
them. want to looklike them, wanf tu have thesame thiqs.  And ifyo~c 
can 't, then how do you feel? 

You jight for it. You want it! 

It i sort of like you 're saying ifyou don? have the kind of clothes you re  
wearing, you 're not the person you are. 



Faye: II's not the clothes thing. it 's like I hate myself: Like Idon 't have, there S 
nothing good about me, so I've probab fy been through sixteen million 
shows, not jwt Cluefess. 

Lon: So you look to a lot of shows to ts ,  to gel an image to help make you feel 
better? 

Faye: Yeah. 

The girls all agreed that if there was no television the pressures to confom to the 

blonde hair, blue-eyed look of stars Eom Sabrina and Clueless would be rnuch less. 

Gwen and Faye said that they sometimes feel that they no longer want to be themselves, 

they begin to hate their own lives, and will do everything like the stars to become more 

like them. Although Alison reminded everyone that individuals in the entertainment 

industry are people just like the girls themselves who happened to be dressed up, Gwen, 

Faye, and Alex were convinced that the lives of stars must be wonderfbl. Faye was so 

convinced by television stars that she claimed that she couldn't go back to her own life so 

she "switched" and did everything Iike the media penonalities she emulated. 

uences of r n w n e s L  

Alicia was the only one of the four girls who, in our individual meetings, reported 

not being tenibly interested in magazines. However, during one of my meetings with 

Alex, she said that she and Alicia get together to look at magazines which Alicia buys, 

and select clothing and shoes that they would like to have. 

Alex: Weil sometimes when we have friends over, when I have fiends over, we 
usually look in the magazines, just iike to get other people S opinions, to 



get whnt kind of clothes you like and stufl 

Lori: 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

M a t  kinds of magazines do you look in to get those ideas? 

WeiL sometimes I look in Sears magazines, but sometimes our piend, sorne 
of the other girls, like [Alicia], she brings the teen ones and I really like 
some ofthe clothes in there. 

Do you get any other ideasfrorn magazines? 

Well sometimes I do. like how to do your hair und stuff How to put it up 
and stuff 

Alex saw Alicia as the trend-setter, after getting her ideas f?om magazines. 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

Lori: 

Alex: 

Well the first person to start wearing those kinhî  of clothes is [Alicia]. 

Where do you think [Alicia] gets her ideas from? 

Well she lookr ut a lot of teen magazines. 

Do you ever look at those magazines? 

I don 't get them. but sometimes I bomow some from her. 

Do you think the magazines reully decide what kinds of clothes girls 
sliould be wearing? 

Yeah. 

Alison told me that she liked to read teen magazines, especially YM. She said she 

gets ideas for hair styles and clothing from this publication. They also offer advice to 

young girls. 

Lori: m a t  kinds of questions would they (girls) ask about appearance? 

Alison: WeU they say, some people say, "Im too fat and like I can 't get any 
skinnier" and stufi And then YM, it tells them how to like keep themselves 
skinny and get on a diet. They say. like. diet sometimes isn 't good for you. 
and diet plans aren 't good for you and stu ff like that. 



Lori: So, do they offer diets? 

Aiison: No, they don 't really offer them, but they tell them which diets are good 
and stuflike that. So they can go out somewhere and buy something, but 
it S good for them. It S not like some diet foods that have some sugar and 
stuff that isn 't good but no one knows if. 

In addition to diet advice, Alison outlined a number of other things that she looks 

at in her magazines, including information about hair care, lipsticks, and items one can 

order, such as perfume to put behind your ears to help you sleep better, and something to 

put under your eyes to "help you have sweet dreams and not like nightmares." The 

Zodiac colümn was also a favorite of Alison's because it provided her with advice about 

what kinds of clothing would be suitable for her "sign," and good sleeping positions. 

Gwen said she likes to get ideas fiam supemiodels about how to do her hair and 

what kinds of shampoo to use. Her clothing choices were effected by magazines as well. 

Gwen: Like sometimes they have these nice ourjis, like the kind of s t u f f h  into. 

Lon': So is thir where p u  get p u r  idem for what you 're going to ivear, from 
these kinds of magazines? 

Gwen: Yeah. 

Faye: The reason me and my sister get them is because they have little th ings 
like in school, quizzes. That 3 why we Iike them. And we like looking 
through the ouflts and saying "oh that S a cool one, " and then when Ive 
gel enough money we con go out shopping for the ones we like. not what 
anyone else likes, we just pick out dtflerent s t u ?  

Faye loved looking through teen magazines to find ideas about nail polish colors, 

fashion, and "neat ways how to do your hair," and even received a subscription to one of 

them. She also talked about little columns c o n c e ~ n g  dieting, and about "some of the 



models that starve themselves to be thin." 

When we came together for our second group meeting, Alex brought a bag hl1 of 

magazines for girls and young women that she had found on the side of  the road. These 

sparked an animated discussion, as the girls looked at pictures and advertisements and 

offered their interpretations o f  the messages being projected: 

Alison: "Dress like lhis and you 'U look perject. " 

Alicia: That says "pick me up hot stuff " That 3 sort of weird, like it says "ifyou 
don't Wear this you're not hot and sexy" sort oj: 

Alison: Like people should be able to pick their own colors, and magazines are 
going "wear bluck and you ' II  be sa cool. " 

Alicia: Look at this ad. It says "be a sery babe and you 'Il get a boyfrieend thar 
has a new car, and tattoos. " 

Lori: Whahar do you thi~rk it 3 selling? What message is thar giving a bout girls 
and women? 

Alicia: That suys "pucker up baby. " 

Lori: Does if soy anything a bout intelligence? 

A licia: No. that says sex, sex, 

Alison: See these boys. und look how much they are into that girl. And then 
they 're like, giving her a rose and stzifl 

Lori: So what is that telling girls? 

Alex: "Youneeda boy tobesq . "  

Alicia: mis  is supposeci to be udvertising Special K. but instead it S got a batliing 
suit. 



Aler: n i s  would get boys rea fly going. 

Lori: What does that mean to you? 

Alex: Ifyou buy this it seerns like you get a free bikini and boys will hoo; and 
holler for you. 

Faye and Gwen chose not to offer any critical cornrnents about things the girls 

were seeing in the magazines. They instead continued looking at the outfits and 

makeovers. 

At one point Gwen and Alicia were engaged in a heated argument about 

Abmaster. Gwen identified its benefits, because her mother has one, and the 

advertisement said it would make your waist smaller, while Alicia stated that the woman 

who was in the advertisement was skimy, and would make people want to buy an 

Abmaster to try to look just like the model. The girls were unable to corne to agreement 

on their opinions. M e r  a while we all joined in the discussion. 

Gwen: l j ~  thinkpeople need to do sports. We have it (the Abmaster). and it 
»zah  you strolzger, p u  build »~uscIes. B dues change Jour body slzape. 

Alison: You just get it because there S pretty women using it and they 're al1 
pe  fect. 

Gwen: They Te strong. 

Afer: Yeah, but they 're not just strong, they 're slirn. they 're sery. 

Lon': Do you tlrink it would sel1 as well f the woman in the advertisernent had 
rnuscular abdominals but she wasn 't pretty and sexy hoking? 

Faye, Alex, Alison: No! 

Faye: 'Cause people wouldn 't buy sornething to make thern look better ifthey 
were going to look ugly. 



Gwen: Well maybe ifthey advertised it a bit better. 

Alison: Ifsornebody ugly was showing an ad for Abmaster more people wouldn 't 
get it. 

They have pretty girls using them. and they get thcm to look al1 slim and 
sexy. 

The girls have already begun to recognize the mixed messages projected in the 

media. These contradictions were reflected in their dialogue. On the one hand they 

argued vehernently against the manipulative tactics of the magazine advertisements, 

while on the other hand they had previously taked about the ideas for makeup, hair and 

nail care, and fashion that they got fkom these sarne magazines. 



Act V - As the Curtain Closes 

1 have not ceused being fearjiul, but I have ceused 
lo !et fear control me ... I have gone ahead despite the pounding in rny heart 

that says: tum back, turn back, you 'll die ifyou venture too far 
(Jang, cited in Albert, 1996, p. 141) 

As 1 begin the final chapter, the curtain of this text slowly closing, 1 am rerninded 

of the feeling I've had on more than one occasion after attending a Shakespearean drarna. 

The performers are taking their final bows and 1 plead with the universe not to send any 

seasoned Shakespeare theater-goers my way for a bit of fnendly dialogue and critique. 

But of coune, where are rny oppominities for learning if these well-informed and 

enthusiastic people do not challenge me with their inquiries of my opinions? Will I be 

able to engage in meaningful dialogue? Will 1 be able to articulate my thoughts in a 

coherent manner? I proceed with my performance ... but rny heart continues to pound. 

In this final act 1 review the performance and the connections between 

performances, the literature, and the theorerical drama metaphor. 

Performances: Media Muence on the Presentati~n of Self 

Gofhan  (1959) identified the persona1 front as the mask one wears to carry out 

performances. The mask encompasses al1 aspects of appearance, including physical size, 

posture, speech, and expressions. During our meetings the girls al1 wore masks reflected 

in the mass media. Their clothes were the latest styles as dictated by teen fashion 
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magazines, their mannensms and expressions simiiar to those of female teen celebrities. 

Faye spoke about how far she would go to be like celebrities who were thin and 

beautihl. She was attempting to recreate herseif in the image of her favorite television 

celebrity by dressing the sarne, speaking the same, and having her fnends address her by 

that name. Faye looked to the media to create a definition of self that she would feel 

cornfortable presenting to those in her world. As Douglas (1994/1995) has pointrd out, 

the media contribute to the alienation of girls and women from themselves. Faye was 

determined that the girl she would present to the world would be as close as possible to 

the media stars she emulated. She seemed diligent in her efforts to conceal f?om her 

audience any discrepancies between appearance and reality, wanting her audience to 

believe in her performance, and to accept her performances as who she really was. Her 

peers were completely taken in by her performances. For the most part, Faye seemed also 

to b e  taken in by her own performances. She was a "sincere petformer" (Gofhan, 1959, 

p. 17). When challenged to review her performance Faye became aware that 1 was not 

taken in by it, and the discrepancies between appearance and reality were not well 

concealed. With great fiutration and sadness Faye admitted to being " a fake," unhappy 

with who she was and would do anyihing to become one of her idols in the media. 

Gwen was also influenced strongly by the media, as was evident in the use of nail 

polish to paint her face so that others would identiQ her with a singer fiom the group No 

Doubt. Gwen's presentation of self included an identity constmcted kom materials and 

ideas supplied by the media. She, like the other girls, spent a lot of tirne preoccupied 

with her appearance and how she could present henelf in such a way as to impress others 
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and win attention. This concem with appearances, Gwen7s desire to identib with famous 

girls, is intentionally encouraged by the mass media (Lasch, 1979). Gwen, like the other 

girls, talked about the self-consciousness she felt as she compared herself to media 

images. The girls al1 described their feelings of pressure to conform to the images they 

encountered in the media. Giroux (1 997) noted that the bodies of young people are 

objectified by the media, treated as commodities. The girls were able to identiQ this 

objectification and sexualization of females' bodies in magazines, but they rernained 

caught up in the drama, looking to famous media celebrities to help them constnct their 

own presentations. * 

T e a s :  Self in Relation to O t h a  

The girls in this study together formed a team, defined around the task of 

participating in our group meetings. While outside they socialized with others, within the 

boundaries of the group the girls cooperated to project a certain image. As the director I 

was also a mernber of the tearn, although my position was one of being on the fiinge, 

between audience and pabnner. 1 was part of the meetings, but I was also responsible 

for making sure the performances went smoothly. This was difficult at times, as 1 wanted 

to impose my agenda, to keep the performances in line with my own vision. 

In my role as the audience, 1 was responsible for upholding the integrity of the 

performance. There were occasions when I wanted to challenge the front region 

performances afier getting glimpses into the back region, but drawing attention to 

discrepancies may have jeopardized the performances. When 1 observed difierences 
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chdlenging them because I did not wish to question their integrity in fiont of their peen. 

Frankly, 1 wasn't sure that even if challenged the girls would be able to identify the 

discrepancies within their presentations. 

Teams are defined around interactions with an agreed upon definition of the social 

situation (Gofhan, 1959). The girls al1 spoke about the qualities required to be part of a 

desired team of peers. As Ayers (1 994) and Hesse-Biber (1 996) both reported, girls 

believe they must look a certain way to have fnends, and they feel hopeiess and imperfect 

when they can't rneasure up to the team's expectations. Faye shared with the group a 

story of a classrnate who was ostracized because of the way she walked. She did not have 

the physical qualities to fit the team's guidelines, until Faye had the oppomuiity to go to 

her home and discovered that this girl had a closet full of fashionable clothes. From that 

point on her status with the group was established. She became a part of the team. 

Alici3 described conflicted feelings about her fiend's desire to have Alicia wear 

her makeup. Alicia believed that if she refuçed to Wear her fiend's makeup their 

relationship could be in jeopardy. This peer pressure, experienced by Alicia, and 

facilitated by the mass media, reduces the influence of individual values (klbourne, 

1989). Alicia wanted to be part of the team and to her that meant participating in a 

presentation of self based on media standards. 

The girls shared their feelings about what boys wanted. Their conclusions were 

the same as those reported by Kilboume (1989)' that "the boys expect girls to be perfect 

and beautiful. And skimy" (p.8). Alex felt pressure to be pretty, to have blonde hair and 
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blue eyes. She believed that "every boy thinks you hzve to have soft, sexy, Iuscious blue 

eyes." Alex, like the other girls, believed that tearn membership in the "cool" group, to 

which they a11 wanted to belong, was dependent upon being pretty md wearing the nght 

clothing, as defined by the team in accordance with popular teen culture. Popular teen 

culture, in turn, is defined in part by the m a s  media. As Orbach (1 978/l988) stated, girls 

have to consider what will be pleasing to others in their presentation of self. 

In attempting to manage the impression othen gain of us, fahion is considered to 

be one of the most significant tools to identify status and establish identity (Brownmiller, 

1984). As Lauer and Handel (1983) point out: 

Throughout the course of American history, books and articles have been written 

about the way in which clothes are an integral part of the message we convey 

about ourselves. If we do not dress fashionably, most writers have insistcd, the 

negative impressions conveyed by our clothing will negate the positive 

impressions we strive to impart through our words and behaviour. If appropriate 

attire is necessary to foster good impressions, it follows that an individual might 

enhance his or her status through the tool of fashion (p. 137). 

The stones shared by the girls in this study mirrored this notion of the importance 

of clothing in impression management. They identified clothing as a significant Factor in 

identifjnng status and acceptance in a group. Alex and Alicia both referred to situations 

where either they or their fnends were rejected because of where they had purchased their 
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clothes. Not only do the clothes have to be fashionable in presentation, they also must be 

purchased from a store which specializes in fashions for fernales. Fashion trends are set 

in the media, and girls are expected to follow the trends with the same styles of clothing. 

The girls talked about the judging that occurs when someone doesn't have "cool" clothes. 

As Ayers (1994) noted, clothing can symbolize status within a group, or can be the 

source of rejection. Impression management is very important in the lives of young girls, 

as their stories al1 attested. One's clothing was frequently the measunng stick used to 

detemine interactions. 

Young girls worrying about their weight is a well documented phenornenon 

(Gilbert, 19%; Kilboume, 1989; Poulton, 1996). Friedman (1997) found that girls want 

the body of Barbie, and find their own bodies unacceptable. Girls are seeking perfection 

based on physical appearance (Ayers, 1994). 

Physical appearance was a concern expressed by al1 of the girls in this study. 

Four of them believed they were too fat or too heavy. -41ex thought she was too skinny. 

Al1 of them indicated that, given the oppominity, they would change their appearance, 

particuiarly theu body size. In the drarna of social interactions these girls felt they would 

be more popular and more content with themselves if they could change aspects of their 

physical appearance. At the ages of nine and ten they had already determined that 

impression management was important in their lives, and sought to do al1 they could to 

manage the impressions others gained of them. 



emons: Confonnitv and C w  

A region is "any place that is bounded to some degree by barriers to perception" 

(Go f i a n ,  1959, p.106). The performances enacted by the girls and me took place within 

an empty classroom. This was the front region. The girls worked hard to maintain the 

performance in the front region so that 1, as the audience, would not see the back region, 

the areas of conflict and question. 1 was able to experience the back region of Alicia and 

Faye's performances though, because othen gave them away. 

While Faye put on a performance that seemed to convince her peers, 1 questioned 

her sincerity. Her mother, in her disclosure of Faye's behaviour at home, provided me 

with a backstage glimpse that told a different story. Faye's performances at home 

contradicted those she worked hard to perfect in our group sessions. She eventually took 

the step to pull back the curtain and share with her audience some of the sources of her 

conflict and confusion. At that time Faye told of being a fake, pretending she was happy 

and content, but all the while feeling pressured to conform to standards szt by the media. 

She worked hard but never felt that she quite measured up. She was unhappy with her 

self perceptions, so she actively set out to take on the persona of a media celebrity. This 

backstage glimpse was short lived, as Faye quickly returned to her performance in future 

sessions, pretending as if we had never seen her backstage region. 

Alicia's backstage persona was inadvertently presented by Alex in one of our 

individual sessions when she spoke of looking at magazines that belonged to Alicia. 

According to Alex, Alicia was one of the trend setters in their grade at school because she 

had direct access to teen magazines. Alex looked to Alicia to determine the latest trends 
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in fashion and presentation. Alicia, apparently conscious of my role a s  audience -.d 

wmting to coùform to what she believed I was seeking from her, discretely avoided 

mentioning her supply of teeri magazines. 1 suspect she wanted to impress m e  by sharing 

only ideas and comments that she thought 1 wanted to hear. Alicia presented as the most 

intellectual in the group, able to articulate her frustration with the influence wielded by 

the media, and was the most cautious about getting too persona1 about the contradictions 

in her own presentations. 

Alicia is not alone in her conflict. "Our collective history of interacting with and 

being shaped by the mass media has engendered in many women a kind of cultural 

identity crisis" (Douglas, l994Il995, p.8). The mass media encourages this dilemma 

between &ont region and back region performance. We conceal some aspects of 

ourselves, compartrnentalizing them to the back region, and Wear the masks validated by 

the mass media to cany out our &ont region performances. 

As I reflect on my own joumey of removing the masks that have been dictated by 

the media, 1 too face conflict because of my refusa1 to conform. 1 no longer don makeup 

and the latest fashions. 1 no longer purchase magazines that encourage wornen to be 

dissatisfied with thernselves as they are. 1 work hard to resist messages in the media that 

suggest there is something wrong, something deficient within me that needs to be 

changed. When 1 look at the large scar down the center of my abdomen 1 refuse to see it 

as a cosmetic flaw, but as a testament of my strength in having survived cancer. I am 

leamhg to celebrate my curves and "round womanly parts." And why do 1 need to "wash 

that grey nght out of my hair?" 
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We have learned to despise the cuves, bulges, stretch marks, and wrinkles that 

mean we've probably worked hard in and out of our homes, produced some 

fabulous children, enjoyed a good meal or two, tossed back 2 few dnnks, laughed, 

cned, gotten sunburned more than once, endured countless indignities, and, in 

general, Ied pretty full and varied lives (Douglas, l99M 995, p. 12). 

How does the fact that I have dimples on my thighs effect who 1 am as a woman, 

a partner, a friend, an educator? Why has this become so inordinately important in the 

lives of females? If everyone who has experienced feelings of infenority through media 

messages stands together, voices strong and in unison, we can offer young girls 

alternative interpretations. Unfortunately, girls interpret the messages they receive in the 

media based not only on the messages themselves, but also on their observations that 

most females in their world respond to the media in the same way. Girls watch their 

rnothers stand in fiont of the mirror, obsessed with a round tummy or flabby thighs. They 

obsente their female teachers standing al1 day in uncornfortable but fancy shoes. They 

see women in their neighbourhood stand at the cash register, some purchasing the latest 

issue of Vogue or Glamour, others lookhg at People magazine's best and worst dressed 

celebrities. 

Scene 11 - Future Performances 

Implications for counselling 

As counsellors working with children we must be cognizant of our own 



perspectives and the messages we project. Young girls are bornbarded with media 

messages that tell thcm they m u t  conform to specific standards. The counselling 

environment could be one in which they c m  be presented with altemate ways of being in 

the world, a place where critical thinking is modelled. Girls need to see that they have 

value beyond how they look physically, that leadership and intelligence are more 

important than the often superficial messages put forth in the media. 

Fostenng self-acceptance, naming and challenging the forces that contribute to 

young girls' concems about their bodies is an important step in the therapy process. 

Counsellon must name these social forces in order to support girls' movement away fkoni 

a focus on the body. 

Identibng with a group is an important part of youth culture. Counsellors 

working in schools c m  take advantage of peer groups to bnng girls together and offer 

them a place to express themselves openly, and an opportunity to deconstnict media 

messages with peer support. Groups cm provide girls with a sense of empowement as 

they realize they are not alone in their confiicts. In these groups they can be guided and 

supported in dialogue about relationships between media values and their own values. 

Organizing seminars on gender, " lookism," and media literacy to elernentary 

students can also foster critical thinking and increase opportunities for girls to dialogue 

with both peers and adults. 

Further research 

This study has been a fucinating journey inio the lives of five white middle-class 
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girls. 1 have read research that suggests that girls of Anican-Canadian descent do not 

interpret media messages in the same way, that they are not as strongly influenced by 

them. It would be interesting to hear the perspectives and observe the performances of 3 

group of Afkican-Canadian girls of the sarne age. indeed, while the narratives shared by 

the five girls in this study have provided some valuable insights, generalizations should 

not be made fiom them to any other goup of girls. I propose that if one were to dialogue 

with any other group of girls, be they from sirnilar or different cultural or socioeconomic 

backgrounds, one would h d  both similarities and onginalities in their stories. 

A longitudinal study of this or a similar group of girls would be fascinating, 

following them through adolescence and into early adulthood to see how and if their 

scripts change as they grow and mature. 

An observationai study of young girls and their interactions with their female 

care-givers would be another worthy possibility for m e r  research. It would be 

interesting to note the impact of the messages young girls receive from their care-givers 

and their relationship to those constructed by the mass media. Are their interactions with 

the media reinforced in their interactions with their female care-givers? What are the 

implications if their female care-givers present hem with other ways of being? 

One of the greatest challenges in completing this work was the initial interviews 

with the girls, when 1 met with them individually. The power differential presented as a 

significant barrier to connecting with the girls. It seemed that one of two things 

consistently occurred; either they wanted to give the "right" answers and were cautious in 

their responses, or they simply responded with single words. I would recommend that 
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anyone choosing to pwsue a similar study consider having more time for the gir!r to 

become comfortable and for rapport to become established in individual meetings, or to 

work with the girls in a group format fiom thc beginning. 

It has been two yean since rny first thoughts about writing a thesis; two years and 

a plethora of emotions. But throughout the entire process I have had in my mind a belief 

.bat has guided me, a theory, a statement to which 1 have adhered, that the mass media are 

one of the most powerful forces in the lives of young, preadolescent girls. While there is 

very little literature which examines the ways in which preadolescent girls are influenced 

by the mass rnedia, the girls in this study offered testirnonids which clearly indicate the 

incredibie power and influence wielded by media in manipulating young girls' 

perceptions of themselves. I engaged in this study because 1 believed, and still do, that 

we have a lot to learn about media's impact in the lives of preadolescent girls. Listening 

to the stories o f  Alicia, Alex, Gwen, Alison, and Faye reinforced hvo significant factors 

about the role of the mass media in the lives of young girls: 1) the influence is very 

powefil for young girls, and 2) media messages are delivered much more powerfully 

today than in the past. 

A recent edition of Consumer Reports (September, 1998) indicated that not only 

are marketen sending more powerful messages to young people about products for 

children, they are also directing advertising of adult products like vehicles, vacations, and 
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influence their parents' buying. in this decade spending by children ages 4 to 12 has 

tripled @. 46). Advertisers are relentless in their pursuit of expanding their market base, 

and young chi ldren are a current target. 

The stories shared by the girls in this study mirror some of my own thoughts and 

experiences over the years. The feelings of inferiority because of physical size, not 

having the nght clothing, and not being accepted by peers because of  these things, are al1 

experiences that 1 h o w  well. Although 25 years have passed since I was the age of these 

girls, the issues remain essentially unchanged. The difference is the ever increasing 

power of the media in the lives of young girls. 

The girls in this study are already losing that sense of f?eedom of youth at 9 and 

10 years old. They have al1 begun travelling on that road of self-condernnation because 

they do not mirror what they see in the media. On the one hand I feel feamil, alrnost 

hopeless about the magnitude of the situation, where young girls are interpreting the 

messages that membership in a group is dependent on how they present themselves 

physically. Yet on the other hand 1 believe that if we, women in particular, work together 

to deconstruct these media myths and present a different interpretation to young girls, we 

can make a difference, create new perspectives. 1 do no t believe girls will be able to 

reclaim the Eeedom they had before the media took hold of their authentic identities, just 

as 1 will probably not be able to reclaim mine, but the fieedom that can be claimed is 

&edom of choice. Because of my level of awareness now I doubt that 1 will ever be able 

to "rehim" to the sarne fieedom I had as a child. My decisions today are based on 
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conscious choices related to my interactions with myself and with my world. 1 have 

fkeedom of choicc and the courage and strength to deal with the consequences of these 

choices. In that sense 1 have been able to reclaim my sense of fieedom that the girls in 

this study did not seem to have. 1 am free to choose, and 1 am willing to accept the 

consequences of these choices. 

1 have corne to believe that 1 have two important choices to make: 1 can either 

accept that the power of the media is insrnountable and therefore 1 do nothing, or 1 can 

refuse to remain silent, which is what 1 am opting to do. I am well aware that peers carry 

much more weight in changing young girls' beliefs and attitudes than 1 do as an adult, but 

1 don? have to single-handedly be responsible for the emancipation of al1 girls nom the 

influence of the media. 1 really just have to reach one girl who will agree to travel the 

path with me. Together we can create other perspectives and redefine the role of the 

media in those perspectives. 
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